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Abstract 

The purpose of this thesis is to explore what factors in the Zambian national business 

environment that influences the international entrepreneur, describe how Swedish 

entrepreneurs adapt to the uncertainties that may come with the national business environment 

in Zambia, and explain the opportunities and threats that come with investing in the country. 

In order for us to reach our purpose of the thesis, a case study of two Swedish firms has been 

conducted by interviews. 

The theoretical framework consists of the business environment, international 

entrepreneurship, the concept of psychic distance, the PEST analysis model, threats and 

opportunities, and five uncertainty management strategies. All of these theories are relevant 

for the study and the research questions. The empirical findings include the case businesses 

view on the national business environment regarding both threats and opportunities, and how 

to manage the uncertainties in the best way. 

In the analysis the theoretical framework is allied to the empirical findings. The analysis 

consist of an discussion about the Zambian national environment, and an analysis of the 

strategies that would be most suitable for an international entrepreneur to use when coping 

with uncertainties, threats and opportunities in Zambia. 

The conclusion of the thesis shows that the economic and political factors in Zambia create 

opportunities, while the technological and socio-cultural factors pose threats to the 

international entrepreneur. 

 

 

 

Keywords: International entrepreneurship; national business environment; opportunities and 

threats; uncertainties; adaptation; Zambia. 
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1. Introduction 

 

In the introductory chapter we will start by give some information about the globalized 

market that companies has to face today, as well as knowledge about the international 

entrepreneur that are establishing more and more worldwide. We will then provide selected 

facts about Africa as a non-stop growing continent, and thereafter, define Zambia as a 

country, and the reasons to why we find it motivating to do our research on that specific 

market. We will state our research questions with their underlying problems, together with a 

problem discussion. Finally, we will describe our purpose with the research, along with the 

limitations of the thesis. 

 

1.1 Background 

1.1.1 The global market 

Businesses nowadays are, according to Hamilton and Webster (2009), operating in a world 

where globalization is going on at an accelerating rate. It could be discussed as linkages and 

connections between countries, which makes barriers such as physical, political, economic, 

and cultural more diffuse. As the exchange between countries constantly grows, so does the 

interdependent between the countries and their businesses. Hamilton and Webster (2009) 

explains that exchange of goods and services between countries gets stimulated since the 

barriers that separate different regions of the world, little by little get reduced or completely 

removed. Many advantages comes with the speeding globalization rate, and businesses gets 

provided with new markets, a wider choice of suppliers, lower prices, cheaper locations for 

investments, and less costly labor. 

Thus, as globalization processes, new threats that they have to respond to in different ways 

constantly confront the businesses worldwide. The companies are faced with events in the 

foreign economies and markets that are outside their control, and the dependence on foreign 

suppliers and markets can leave the businesses vulnerable. One need to learn how to handle 

the uncertainties that arise, such as differences within political, economic, socio-culture and 

technology factors. It is not until one learns how to reducing these uncertainties, that the 

exchange of goods, people, services and money will increase, and the world can be seen as 

one big market for business (Hamilton & Webster, 2009).   
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For the concept of globalization to work, there have to be people that can see the opportunities 

with a big market that has developed, and not only the threats that will come with the national 

business environmental differences. A person like this is often called an entrepreneur. The 

entrepreneur is someone that can take the opportunity that he or she might see in a project, 

deal with the threats that will occur and transforms these into something that, if he or she 

handled it right, will be profitable (Stokes & Wilson, 2006). 

1.1.2 International entrepreneurship 

The rapid globalization all over the world has, according to Styles and Gray (2006), made 

smaller entrepreneurial firms interested in seeing the world as their arena of operations, and 

they avail opportunities in many markets, regardless of the psychic or geographic distances 

involved. They are willing to take risks in return for potential rewards. As the globalization 

spreads over the world, Butler, Doktor and Lins (2010), justifies that the international focus 

upon entrepreneurs increases. The numbers of international entrepreneurs (IE) have in the last 

decades rose dramatically, and are covering a great amount of industries in a various expanse 

of countries all over the globe. Also Styles and Gray (2006) enlighten that IEs play an 

important role in economies worldwide, and they explain that it has been noticed that 

international entrepreneurial business ventures are taking increasingly active roles at the 

international markets.  

Many different authors have stated the importance of international entrepreneurship, and 

Styles and Gray (2006) defines it as the discovery, enactment, evaluation, and exploitation of 

opportunities, across international borders, to create future goods and services. Zahra, Korri 

and Yu (2005) continues by telling that international entrepreneurship is a process of 

creatively discovering and exploiting opportunities that lie outside a firm’s domestic markets 

in the pursuit of competitive advantage. Due to the superior markets that IEs are facing, they 

will also be confronted with more uncertainties. The business environment will have a higher 

degree of diversity that the IE has to adapt to and manage in order to be successful (Butler et 

al., 2010).  

 

The three most commonly components of an entrepreneur are risk-taking, proactiveness, and 

innovation. These are three factors that strongly involves in international entrepreneurship, 

since it crosses national boundaries. Although risk-taking and proactiveness are critical to the 

decision of whether to start up a business or not, other aspects may be more important for the 
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IE to success or not. Once a business has been started, adaptability and willingness to support 

creativity and innovation are critical for the IE to survive at the market (Styles & Gray, 2006). 

1.1.3 Africa 

The Swedish Minister of Finance, Anders Borg, stated in an interview with SvD Näringsliv 

(2012) that the Asian market has overshadowed the African market. He continues by 

explaining that Africa is becoming the next choice for many companies when doing business, 

and that it more or less could be classified as “the new China” when it comes to business and 

foreign investments. 

As reported by Burgess and Steenkamp (2006), an increased interest for the emerging African 

markets has been seen in foreign companies lately, due to fast economic growth and improved 

business climate in numerous countries. Many big international companies see Africa as the 

next immense opportunity as a market, and are put effort into their risk analysis, different 

their strategies and strengthen knowledge about the nature of the business environment in 

order to success in emerging African economies. Thus, some of the big multinational 

companies (MNC) have been on the market since the 40s (sweadenabroad.se, 2013). 

In 2011, Chironga, Leke, Lund, and van Wamelen discussed the rapid economic growth 

within the African countries. Over the previous 10 years, Africa’s collective growth domestic 

product (GDP) growth reached on average 4.7 % a year, which is double equated to the 

figures from 1980’s and 1990’s. One reason for that, according to Chironga et al. (2011), is 

the growing population in the African countries. The population is still young, still growing 

and moving to new urbanize areas. The authors refers to UN data that shows that Africa is the 

emerging market with the highest return on investment, and further states that they have 

confidence in that companies entering the market nowadays could be a part of shaping the 

market and industry structure.  

The World Bank (2012) correspondingly has promising thoughts about Africa, particularly in 

the sub-Saharan area, a term that refers to the 48 countries located beneath the Sahara Desert 

(unstats.un.org, 2012).  Since 2000, the World Bank (2012) states that Africa has experienced 

a continuously economic growth, which is the lengthiest development in over 50 years. The 

poverty rate has been falling dramatically, and still keeps on falling with approximately 1% 

per year. Child mortality has also been declining in a fast pace. While there have been overall 

setbacks in the global economy, growth in the sub-Saharan Africa has always remained 

mainly on track. The World Bank (2012) points out that factor like an accommodating policy 
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environment, robust export of minerals, strong commodity prices, and domestic demand have 

contributed to the successful economic activity.  

Whereas the rest of the world has been affected of the economic crisis, the economic growth 

in sub-Saharan Africa at a remained a steady increase. The growth that began in the beginning 

of the 21
st
 century is the longest lasting since the independence in the 1960s, and it has been 

built upon improved macroeconomics policies and political stability (worldbank.org 2012).  

 

 

In the northern parts of Africa it has, according to the Red Cross (2011), been commotion the 

last years with several fallen presidents and riots in for example Libya and Egypt. Sweden 

abroad (2013) also claims that there have been several religious conflicts in for example 

Nigeria, between Muslims and Christians. Dagens Industri (2013) finds the southern part of 

Africa at the moment have the biggest economic growth and potential, and point out countries 

like Namibia, Zambia, and South Africa to be among the world’s 20 fastest growing markets. 

Out of these three there is one that is more noticeable than the others, and that is Zambia. This 

is a country that classifies to be on the list of the 25 poorest countries in the world with a GDP 

per capita of 1300 USD (hhdr.undp.org, 2013). 

1.1.4 Zambia 

Zambia is a Christian republic in the south of Africa with boarders to Angola, Democratic 

Republic of Congo, Tanzania, Malawi, Mozambique, Zimbabwe, Botswana and Namibia 

(landguiden.se, 2012). The capital Lusaka has 2 million inhabitants, a city that is reported by 

Figure 1: Percent growth in GDP in the sub-Saharan region from 

2005-2012 (worldbank.org, 2012). 
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Zambia Tourism Board (2013) to be one of the fastest growing in central Africa. Among the 

country’s 13.5 million inhabitants, Landguiden (2012) defines almost half of the population to 

live along the “line of rail”-area, which refers to the regions around the railway that ranges 

from Livingstone, via Lusaka, to the Copperbelt in the north. This is where all the major cities 

are located, and also where most of the jobs are to be found. The fast urbanization of the 

country has created major problems in terms of unemployment, housing shortages and slums 

in the urban areas.  

Landguiden (2012) declare that there are approximately 70 different languages in the country, 

with English as one of the official ones. Zambia became independent from the United 

Kingdom in 1964 and had a promising future with rich copper resources and arable land. The 

socialist president Kenneth Kaunda came to power 1964-1991, and he did not manage to take 

Zambia in the right direction. Instead, corruption, mismanagement and a growing 

governmental authority took over the country and lead the country into poverty 

(landguiden.se, 2012).  

The year 1991 was the end of an era for the one-party rule and Fredrick Chiluba and his party 

Movement for Multi-party Democracy was elected to power, which gave the Zambians hope 

for the future. Yet again they were let down and the numbers of unemployment, malnutrition 

and infant mortality was in 2001, when Chiluba was elected out of office, the highest in post-

colonial times. Since then, Zambia has been working hard to get back on its feet (Gewald & 

Hinfelaar, 2008). Today, the country has had an annually GDP growth of more than 6 % per 

annum between in 2005-2012, due to increased copper export and a more stable political 

foundation (cia.gov, 2013). 

1.2 Problem discussion 

In September 2012, the World Bank reported that Zambia joined Ghana, Senegal, Nigeria, 

and Namibia on the growing list of African countries that for the first time in recent years are 

catching up with the international capital markets. Dagens Industri (2013) also highlighted 

Zambia as one of the world’s 20 fastest growing markets. 

However, the national differences are, pursuant to Hamilton and Webster (2009), a huge 

threat when it comes to foreign entrepreneurs being able to startup businesses in Zambia. 

Politics, economic, technology, and culture are areas that are important to know how to 

manage, in order to be successful. If the IEs do not adapt to the national uniqueness in these 

diverse areas, the risk for failure increases largely. According to Practical Management 
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(2009), it is principal to glance at the surrounding factors that the company cannot affect, and 

to keep in mind to utilize the environmental intelligence, in order to determine the 

uncertainties and take appropriate actions for the wellbeing of the company. Environmental 

uncertainty should be used to predict the future, and to plan how to reduce its adverse impact. 

Hamilton and Webster (2009) explain that misunderstandings can occur through lack in 

knowledge about social behavior, language differences etc. 

Uncertainty is a vast area that has been studied widely and broadly by many different authors 

and Peiris, Akoorie and Sinha (2012) talks about uncertainty as a factor that the business 

cannot predict. The studies about uncertainty started during the 1980s by for example 

Mascarenhas, and it has been a popular area to study in the International Business sectors, 

since coping with and avoiding uncertainty is something crucial in international business 

studies (Butler et al. 2010).  

The companies we base our case study on are local registered companies, which have been 

founded by Swedish entrepreneurs. The focus of our thesis will be the dynamics of market 

uncertainty, and threats and opportunities in the national business environment of Zambia, 

since we can see a lot of prospects in the market due to a booming growth. Still, we can see 

numerous threats and uncertainties due to a different mentality and national business 

environment between Sweden and Zambia, which makes it central to get a deeper 

understanding and more knowledge about this dilemma. Thus, we also see the different 

mentality and national business environment as an opportunity. If the IE can adapt to the host 

country and its habits it can create a successful company. Adapt in this thesis will be seen as 

the way the IE handle the possible differences that may occur between two nations.  

We see a lot of potential in the entrepreneurs, especially the IEs that has the actual capital 

needed for starting up a business. Despite this, and the fact that Zambia is a fast growing 

economy, few Swedish entrepreneurs have focused their attention towards Zambia 

(swedenabroad.com, 2013). This can, according to us, be because lack of knowledge and a 

little research made of the general African market over the years. It is not until later years that 

the research have taking off and been focusing on Africa as a profitable market and not just as 

a continent in need of help (Nieuwenhuizen, 2011). 

We aim to study establishment and entertaining of businesses in Zambia, from the perspective 

of Swedish entrepreneurs that have chosen to start up a business in the country since we can 

see a lack of both theoretical and empirical findings in this area. The reason for why we see it 
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important to study particularly entrepreneurs is that they got the ability to start up something 

creative out of nothing, and make the business grow in a rapid pace. In parallel with a 

growing small business, the work opportunities will increase, which in turn will contribute to 

the development of the country (Nieuwenhuizen, 2011). If one is successful in starting up 

businesses in Sweden, we consider that one likewise should be successful in other countries if 

one could overcome the national differences that may occur. 

International entrepreneurship is a relatively new area that has not been studied for a long 

time. In 1994, the studies in the area took off, and McDougall, Shane and Oviatt are some of 

the authors that were first in studying IEs and their way of working (Butler et al. 2010). 

Håkanson and Ambos (2010) have emphasized the fact that differences in national business 

environments are important to acknowledge when entering a new country. The authors state 

that countries with a large geographical distance between each other tend to be particularly 

different regarding the national business environment. Johanson and Vahlne (1977) started to 

study firms’ internationalization process and psychic distance already in the 1970s, and since 

then, a lot of studies have been done concerning the psychic distance and its influence on 

firms’ choice of mode of entry.  

Zambia is located on a different continent than Sweden, which makes it two comprehensive 

markets. As mentioned before by the World Bank (2012), Africa is a continent that are not 

fully developed yet, meaning that the differences in economic, technology etc. are vast 

compared to Sweden, a country described by the BBC News (2012) as one of the most 

developed countries in the world. Håkanson and Ambos (2010) describes that a large 

geographical distance also brings a large socio-cultural distance, and after being in the 

country for a few weeks, we can observe that the culture differs in many ways compared to 

that one of Sweden. Lack of knowledge of the national business environment and the market 

can cause damage to one’s business, and Håkanson and Ambos (2010) claims that the more 

different a foreign environment is compared to what the IEs are used to, the more difficult it 

will be to collect, analyze, and appropriately interpret information about it. This in turn will 

lead to higher uncertainties of doing business in the country. 

As stated earlier by Dagens Industri (2013), Zambia is claimed to be a non-stop growing 

market, and the attention paid towards this particular market will most likely rise in a matter 

of years. Thus, we have only seen a few researches on Zambia’s national business 

environment but these with a focus on multinational companies, which possess more 
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resources than SME and especially IEs. As we see it, the lack of resources will make the IE 

more vulnerable and they have to be more aware of the national factors that may affect them. 

That it is why we think it is important to highlight the opportunities and threats and how to 

handle them on an IE level since it has not been made before.   

1.3 Research questions 

In order to start a profitable and prosperous business in a foreign country it is important to be 

aware of the national business environment. That is why we chose to formulate our research 

questions as follows: 

 

1.4 Purpose 

The purpose of this thesis is to: 

 Explore what factors in the Zambian national business environment that influences the 

IE. 

 Describe how Swedish entrepreneurs adapt to the uncertainties that may come with 

the national business environment in Zambia. 

 Explain the opportunities and threats that come with investing in Zambia. 

1.5 Delimitations 

This thesis will focus on two companies active in two different industries, namely the 

pharmaceutical industry and the property development industry. The companies we are using 

in our research are registered as Zambian companies, but are run by Swedish entrepreneurs, 

which means that the business may have been started up and working with a Swedish 

mentality. We are going to limit our research to mainly focusing on the national business 

environment theory, and the way the Swedish entrepreneurs deal with the environment. The 

How does the national business environment shape opportunities and 

pose threats to a Swedish entrepreneur on the Zambian market? 

What are the dynamics of uncertainties in Zambia and how are 

Swedish entrepreneurs adapting and managing them? 
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reason for not focusing on the international business environment is that it is not relevant in 

cases where IE has a registered business in one specific country already. Swedish 

entrepreneurs and IEs are in this report going to be treated likewise, i.e. we are going to use 

both concepts with the same implication. 

1.6 MFS-scholarship 
We have been granted with a Minor Field Studies (MFS) scholarship from the governmental 

organization Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (Sida). MFS is a 

scholarship program for field studies in developing countries, and the grants are for students 

with an international interest (Sida.se, 2011). The study needs to have an impact on the 

political, social, economic, or academic development in the chosen country (Sida.se, 2011). 

We are focusing on the economic sector since our main study is International Business. 

During an eight week period, we have been gathering material for our bachelor thesis, with 

the aim of getting deeper knowledge and understanding for a developing country.  

We chose Zambia for carrying out our field study and conduct material for our research. 

There has been a huge growth in the country since the beginning of the 21
st
 century, according 

to Landguiden (2012), and this is one of our motives for wanting to understand the market in 

Zambia. An added reason for our choice of market is the fact that one of Zambia’s official 

languages is English, which will facilitate our field study when it comes to collect information 

and other valuable facts required.  
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2. Theoretical framework 

 

In the following chapter we are going to present the theoretical framework of the thesis. We 

are starting off by discussing the business environment in general, and then continues by 

clarify the concepts of international entrepreneurship. Further on, the concept of psychic 

distance and factors that influence the national business environment will be touched upon. 

Conclusively, uncertainties, threats, and opportunities are going to be deliberated. 

 

2.1 The business environment 
Environment refers to the surroundings, and according to Subba (2010), one has to look at the 

surrounding factors of a business and how they affect it, in order to understand the business 

environment. The globalization has contributed to a change in the business environment, and 

an increasing number of people and companies go abroad. The environment is the factor that 

causes threats and opportunities for the business, and different countries have dissimilar 

conditions. As an example, African consumers favor less expensive products because of their 

lower income level. In the other way around, inhabitants in some European countries want 

more expensive products, yet higher quality (Subba, 2010).  

Owusu and Habiyakare (2011) divide the environment into national and international business 

environment. They defined the national business environment as the policies, events and 

decisions that happen in the country. The national business environment is partly controlled 

by the national government that decides on the business environment, for example through 

laws and legislation, business support and economic policies. Owusu and Habiyakare (2011) 

continue to define the international business environment as policies, events and decisions 

that happen outside the country.   

National governmental fiscal and policies influences the business environment within the 

country can many times be an outcome from international agreements (Hadjikhani, Lee & 

Ghauri, 2008; Owusu & Habiyakare, 2011). One example on international institutions 

affecting national polices is the African Union (AU). AU is focusing on improving the 

political, economic, technological aspects etc. on African continent. Guidelines, directives and 

laws accepted within the AU will have implication to the national business environment, and 

in some aspects the national government has to align its own regulations and implement the 

agreements made, even though they may have been against it (au.int, 2013).  
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The increasing international business environment creates opportunities for new markets in 

the world but it also creates bigger threats due to the fact that the environment will be more 

changeable and dynamic. This contributes to a bigger pressure on the IE to adapt. 

Environmental instability, both national and international, is important for the IE to focus on, 

in order to be able to gain knowledge about the instability, and to use it in the right way. The 

knowledge will reduce the uncertainty and can be gathered from both formal and informal 

sources, such as country reports and different governmental reports (Thorne LeClair, 2000). 

2.2 International Entrepreneurship 
According to Peiris et al. (2012), international entrepreneurship has been a fast growing field 

since the beginning of 1990’s, as a result of the expanding international market. The area of 

international entrepreneurship builds upon different theoretical perspectives; international 

business, entrepreneurship, strategic management, networking and marketing. The role of the 

IE has been identified as the key aspect when it comes to the internationalization process of a 

company or starting up a company in another country.  It is a new way of thinking within the 

field of international entrepreneurship, and three main areas has developed in the international 

entrepreneurial theories. All of them are focusing on how and why some persons can see the 

opportunities in different situations and what factors could influences them (Peiris et al., 

2012). 

The first area addressed by Peiris et al. (2012), focus on the fact that the IE concentrates 

relationships between different factors such as the entrepreneurial factors, the environmental 

factors and the performance factors. The relationship between these is a matter of a cyclic 

process that distinguishes the different IEs from each other. The ability to see the 

environmental changes over time and convert them into opportunities will affect the outcome 

for the IE (Jones & Coviello, 2005). 

The second area is explained by Peiris et al. (2012), to be focusing on the entrepreneurial 

cognition. Zahra et al. (2005), argues that a cognitive approach to international 

entrepreneurship will give understanding to some of the unrealistic assumptions that the other 

approaches may create when looking at international entrepreneurship. This is a psychological 

way to look upon international entrepreneurship, and is focusing on how a person sees risk-

taking, and if he or she has the right mind-set to enter an international market and can see the 

opportunities with it. Butler et al. (2010), also stress the importance of having a cognitive 

focus. They argue that certain people have the ability to see opportunities in areas with big 
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threats. These kinds of people will, according to Butler et al. (2010), absorb the threats and 

have the creativity to work around these. 

The third area is, according to Peiris et al. (2012), based on the effectuation theory which is 

the theory where one takes the means one possesses and uses it in the most efficient way. It is 

used to understand the development process of businesses that are born global from an 

entrepreneurial point of view, choice of entry mode, utilization of possibilities and decision-

making (Peiris et al., 2012). 

2.3 The concept of psychic distance  
When businesses enter foreign markets they must, according to Sousa and Bradley (2008), be 

prepared for different challenges such as language differences, consumer behavior, socio-

cultural differences, legal framework, economic development, and purchasing power. Psychic 

distance is defined of Håkanson and Ambos (2010) as the subjectively perceived distance 

between the home country and the foreign country. Johanson and Vahlne (2009) tells that 

internationalization usually starts in foreign markets that are close to the domestic market in 

terms of psychic distance, and that companies then gradually enter other markets that are 

further away in psychic distance terms. 

The psychic distance to a foreign country is according to Håkanson and Ambos (2010) a 

reflection of the perceiver’s knowledge, familiarity, and sense of understanding of the market. 

The more familiar the impression of a foreign country is to the home country, the smaller the 

psychic distance. Perceptions of psychic distance are also affected by personal factors, such as 

values, motivation and prior experience. Sousa and Bradley (2008) explain that the value of 

information about an unfamiliar country depends on quality and content, but also on the 

recipient’s ability to interpret it. The psychic distance concept refers to the factors that differ 

between the countries that are preventing or inhibiting the flow of information to and from the 

market. 

Psychic distance is noted by Johnston, Khalil, Jain and Ming-Sung Cheng (2012) as an 

important factor and a key determinant of successful international relationships. It refers, 

according to Håkanson and Ambos (2010), to the knowledge and amount of information 

individuals believe that they have of other countries, and the cost of difficulty of obtaining 

relevant information regarding foreign business conditions and markets. Psychic distance, on 

average in a certain country may help explain the average behavior of firms from that country, 

and it has showed that countries rather concentrate their trade on nearby countries than 
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countries that are located further away. This, due to the psychic distance, in accordance with 

Johnston et al. (2012), can create misunderstanding, and hinder buyers and sellers from 

developing effective international relationships. 

Psychic distance is, according to Håkanson and Ambos (2010), influenced by many different 

variables, such as socio-cultural, geographical, economical, and political distances, and earlier 

studies have showed that socio-cultural distance are the prime determinant of psychic 

distance. This is because socio-cultural differences affect an individual's abilities both to 

intellectually understand and to emotionally relate to conditions in foreign countries. They 

continue by telling that a common language often is associated with deeper socio-cultural 

affinities that are affecting psychic distance perceptions, and can complicate communication 

and information exchange, and cause misunderstandings, if the distances are too far between 

the countries. Commonalities in religion, values and norms facilitate interaction and 

communication by providing shared, often times tacit understandings of context and 

expectations of behavior. To the degree that socio-cultures differ, such understandings get 

blurred and communication becomes more difficult. The greater the socio-cultural distance 

between the home and the host country, the more difficult it will be both to identify and to 

accurately interpret available information about a foreign market (Håkanson & Ambos, 2010). 

Thus, geographical proximity and economic factors are likewise powerful antecedents of 

perceived psychic distances between countries, and in the study made by Håkanson and 

Ambos (2010), it shown that the geographical distance is more than three times as important 

as socio-cultural distance. This results in the fact that absolute geographical distances are a 

principal dominant influence on psychic distance perceptions, and that this should be taken 

into account when entering a new market.  

Håkanson and Ambos (2010) claims that many companies chose their markets and entry 

mode, depending on the psychic distance to the country. The more different a foreign 

environment is compared to what the business is used to, the more difficult it will be to 

collect, analyze, and appropriately interpret information about it. This in turn will lead to 

higher uncertainties of doing business in the country. Also, Johanson and Vahlne (2009) 

continues with telling that the larger the psychic distance is, the larger is the liability of 

foreignness, and it gets more difficult to build new relationships. Compared with exchanges in 

the domestic environment, Johnston et al. (2012) explain that international exchanges will 

lead to higher uncertainty, more unfavorable conditions, and higher failure rates. The 
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overstated distance perceptions may, according to Håkanson and Ambos (2010), lead to that 

managers miss out on a lot of profitable business opportunities abroad, since it is preventing 

managers from making fully informed, economically rational decisions.  

2.4 The PEST analysis model 

As mentioned before, see under “The business environment” (2.1), the national business 

environment is the uncontrollable part in the business environment (Cherunilam, 2010). The 

national business environment will not only affect one company or industry, but also the 

competitors and the neighboring industries within the same country. What effects it ultimately 

is depending on the type of business and varies over time (de Beer & Rossouw, 2012).  

The PEST analysis is a well-known model that is used to evaluate the national business 

environment, and was first published in the 1960’s by Jeremy McCarthy (Frankelius, 2010). 

 

 

Figure 2: The PEST analysis model (interpreted by authors). 

 

 Political forces – Hamilton and Webster (2009) define the political force as the 

changes in the governmental environment in a country and public attitudes towards 

different industries. Also, changes within political institutions and the regulation 

climate affect the business environment. The government in a country is responsible 

for taking advantage of the business environment that the country possesses. If this 
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asset is managed in the right way, the economic environment can become profitable 

(Hamilton & Webster, 2009). 

 Economic forces – Mentions the economic structure in the country and touches upon 

subjects such as interest rates, GDP, the country’s economic policies, exchange rates 

etc. (Frankelius, 2010). The economic environment is a constantly changing process 

that is affected by many different directions and environments. Technological, socio-

cultural and especially the political situation within the country are of great 

importance when considering entering a new market (Nieuwenhuizen, 2011). 

 Socio-culture forces – Refers to socio-cultural approaches, religious views, 

demographics, educational level, values etc., and will help the entrepreneur to see 

opportunities and threats within the country (Hamilton & Webster, 2009). Hill (2012) 

explains that differences in socio-culture across countries can affect international 

business, and socio-cultural differences across nations can affect the way businesses 

are practiced. He continues by pointing out that the values and norms of a socio-

culture do not emerge fully formed; rather they evolve over time in response to a 

number of factors. 

 Technological forces – Points out how fast a country develops in terms of technology 

and infrastructure, which in turn will affect the competitiveness of a country 

(Hamilton & Webster, 2009). There are two different types of technology; material 

and social. Material technology are the tangible aspects of technology that can be seen, 

heard or touched, while social technology are the social and behavioral aspects, such 

as control, co-ordination, motivation, and reward systems (Martin & Fellenz, 2010). 

One has to remember that all of the factors influence each other. For example, if a new party 

wins majority of the parliament in an election, it is most likely that the economical aspect also 

is going to change in the near future (Nieuwenhuizen, 2011). 

According to Frankelius (2010), the positive aspect with using the PEST analysis model is 

that it gives a good overview of a country when making strategic analysis. By looking at these 

four factors it will give a quick view over the main aspects that can affect the startup of a 

company. It is also a helpful guide when trying to predict the future, which sometimes is more 

important than the actual outcome. The negative aspect with the usage of the PEST analysis is 

that the environmental analysis is a multifaceted task that could be hard to identify. It is also 

hard to consider the interdependence between the four factors, and the actual analysis is time 

consuming (Frankelius, 2010). 
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Hamilton and Webster (2009) additionally states that due to the increased speed of 

globalization, the revolution of technology in the last decade, the importance of international 

institutions such as World Trade Organization (WTO) and European Union (EU), and the 

growing economic and political role that countries as China, India and Russia are holding, the 

business environment is getting much more unpredictable and changes in a faster pace. This 

makes it harder for companies to observe, analyze and act in accordance with the external 

environment, but it is also these abilities that will create opportunities for the company as well 

as make them see threats. In turn, this will help the company to achieve their profit and 

growth goals (Hamilton & Webster, 2009). 

2.5 Threats and opportunities 
Opportunities could be seen by Butler et al. (2011) as managing the recourses one has in a 

new way that will gain profit. A good IE is, according to Wickham (2006), constantly seeking 

new opportunities, and they are never satisfied with the way things are at the moment. Thus, a 

IE will never see all opportunities, since it is explained by Butler et al. (2011) to in an 

international aspect be too big. The business that the IE aims to start up must, according to 

Wickham (2006), be clear as to why it exist, and it must understand the nature of the 

opportunity it intentions to exploit. One danger for the IE is to find an opportunity that is not 

right for the business. This will result in that the resources of the business are spread across 

too many fronts and fail to focus in the area where it has potential to be competitive. The 

ability to see opportunities have been discussed and is said by Butler et al. (2011) to be a 

combination between economic, social and psychological factors. 

Griffin and Pustay (2010) explains that the IE usually scans the market and its environment 

for threats before the entrance of a new market. Common threats could be shrinking markets, 

increasing competition, political instability, and the development of new technologies. In 

order to confront the threats, the IE needs to obtain data about economic, financial, political, 

legal, social, and competitive changes in the national business environment. The threats could 

be many, and the IE cannot identify all of them. Therefore, it is important to only identify the 

threats that can harm your specific business. A threat that all types of IEs are faced with is, 

according to Butler et al. (2011) liability of newness. On top of that, the IEs are faced with 

liability of foreignness. It has been shown that a good network at the new market is important 

for the company’s success. 
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Threats and opportunities is also discussed in the article by Owusu and Habiyakare (2011), 

which claims that there are many factors that create the possibility of failure when starting up 

a business at a new market, or as unpredictability in corporate outcome variables. In order to 

reduce the uncertainties that come with the new market, the company can start slowly by 

exporting to the market, and then gradually move into the market as they get familiar with the 

country environment and as their profit expectations improve. Owusu and Habiykare (2011) 

stresses that manage uncertainties are one of the primary objectives for companies entering 

new markets.  

 

Both threats and opportunities play an important role in the IEs way of acting internationally. 

From a IEs point of view, the amount of threats they are faced with increases fast due to a 

more globalized world, and if one is not attentive the consequences of the threats could be 

devastating (Enderwick, 2006).   

2.6 Five uncertainty management strategies 
International entrepreneurship is about dealing with the uncertainties mentioned above in the 

chapter of “Threats and opportunities” (2.5). It affects all areas of the IEs work and it is the 

way that the IE handles the uncertainty that will decide how successful the outcome will be 

(Butler et al., 2011). Podoynitsyna, Song, van der Bij and Weggeman (2013) claim that there 

are five different strategies to use to overcome uncertainty in markets. All of them have 

different effectiveness, and some of them are competitive, while other are cooperative. 
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 Avoidance – If the market is considered to be too uncertain to enter, maybe due to the 

fact that the market is not yet known, then the market should not be entered at all 

(Podoynitsyna et al., 2013). 

 Imitation – Refers to copying rivals’ strategies, products, or technologies, follow the 

behavior of other business, or follow the competitors when they move into new 

markets (Podoynitsyna et al., 2013). 

 Control – This strategy is meant to directly affect important environmental 

contingencies, maybe by creating entry barriers for new competitors or influencing 

customers through advertising (Podoynitsyna et al., 2013). 

 Cooperation – Making multilateral agreements with other firms. Create joint ventures 

and try to collaborate with other actors on the market instead of trying to control them, 

or outsource manufacturing, distribution, or promotion (Podoynitsyna et al., 2013). 

 Flexibility – A strategy that increases the firm’s internal responsiveness to external 

factors, and involves various dynamic decisions to deal with the unpredictable 

situation (Podoynitsyna et al., 2013). 

According to Owusu and Habiyakare (2011), the first four strategies represent efforts to 

increase the control over the environment, whilst the fifth strategy represents adaptation, in 

order to be less dependent upon changes in the environment. They moreover continue by 

stating that networking is said to the best way for a company to start up in an emerging 

market, since they then can use their network relationships to avoid the uncertainties in the 

market. By acquiring local or international firms or enter into a joint venture, the IE can get 

Uncertainty 
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Figure 3: Five uncertainty management strategies (interpreted by authors). 
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access to valuable knowledge, resources, and relationships, that can be crucial in order for the 

business to survive at the market. The network theory strongly focuses on the ways businesses 

are impacted by and, on their part, impacts the social, economic, and political situation in the 

host market (Owusu & Habiyakare, 2011). 

Owusu and Habiyakare (2011) continues by explaining that studies of management responses 

to dynamic external conditions in the market will highlight how enterprises adapt to changing 

conditions in economic and socio-cultural settings. The international business environment 

and the host country policies and events are interlinked, and all of them have a great impact 

on the perception of uncertainty by a foreign company.  

2.7 Theoretical synthesis 
With this theoretical synthesis we are going to summarize the theoretical framework to give a 

clearer picture of how the different theories link together and how they are applied in order to 

analyze the empirical findings.  

 

Figure 4: The theoretical synthesis of the thesis (created by authors). 
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IE has, as we have mentioned earlier, become a common term in the last years due to an 

increased and more accessible global market. This gives the IE a bigger market, which they 

did not have when they only focused on their home country. Thus, a bigger market brings 

more differences. In this thesis we see this as a psychic distance between the home and host 

country of the IE. The psychic distance consists of different factors, and we have chosen to 

look closer on four of them; political, economic, socio-culture and technological (the PEST 

analysis). These factors shape that national business environment in the country that the IE 

has chosen to enter, and create uncertainties, threats and opportunities. It is important that the 

IE is aware of these aspects in order to become successful, and how they handle these is 

crucial for the survival of the company. 
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3. Methodology 

 

In this methodology chapter, we will start by introducing an overview model of the 

methodology we have used. We will then describe the approach and method that we have 

chosen to use in order to answer our research question, and present a review of the literature 

chosen. A brief presentation about our data collection will be done, before we discuss the 

validity and reliability of the thesis. 

 

3.1 Outline of the method chapter 

 

In this thesis, we have decided to use a deductive research approach, and we are going to 

implement the qualitative research method. A case study will be done, and interviews together 

with observations would be the choice for our collection of data. 

3.2 Research approach 

The main objective for all researchers is according to Dubois and Gadde (2002) to confront 

theory with the empirical world, and the link putting theory and practice together could be 

explained by different research approaches. We have decided to choose the deductive 

approach, which means that the research, according to Yin (2009) is founded on existing 

theories, and the theoretical framework functions as a guide in order to know what data to 

collect and how to analyze it. By using this approach, we can gain knowledge and 

understanding about our subject before we conduct the interviews, and in that way we will be 
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Figure 5: Disposition of the methodology chapter (created by authors). 
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able to ask questions that is in line with our theoretical framework, which will facilitate for us 

when doing the analysis part. 

The reason for why we chose this approach is mainly because there is a large number of 

existing sources when it comes to theories such as uncertainties, psychic distance etc., which 

makes it easy for us to build the foundation of our thesis on the theoretical framework, by 

creating a large understanding for the theories, and thereafter compare it to our empirical 

findings. When using this approach the study can, according to Alvesson and Sköldberg 

(2007), result in an ever-valid truth that is determined rather than explained. This can be seen 

as a weakness, since it can create an outcome where underlying factors can be abandoned. It 

has therefore been important for us as researchers to not ask any questions that will lead the 

informants in a certain way and toward a certain theory. We have formulated our questions in 

order to avoid the informant answer in favor of the theory that the questions are based on. Our 

questions have been open, in order for us to afterwards be able to either match or abandon the 

empirical findings to the theories.  

We are going to carefully analyze the theories and models chosen in our thesis, in order to 

create a framework, which thereafter can be applied empirically. Since our previous 

knowledge about the field covered in the thesis is limited we think that the deductive 

approach is most suitable. We can, based on the theory, gain more knowledge, which will 

contribute to a richer empirical finding. With our knowledge and the information gathered 

through interviews and observations, we can deduce one or more of the hypotheses to be 

subjected to the empirical testing. The fact that we are using a case study as our research 

strategy contributes also to the choice of research approach.  

3.3 Research method 

This study aims to understand how the Zambian national business environment shapes threats 

and opportunities for Swedish entrepreneurs, and based on our research questions we believe 

that the qualitative research method is best suited for this study. Qualitative research is, 

according to Copper and Schindler (2011), designed to tell the researcher how and why things 

happen as they do, and the research aims to achieve an in-depth understanding of a situation. 

Qualitative techniques are used both during the data collection stage (individual depth 

interviews, case studies, observation etc.), and during the data analysis stage where the 

researcher uses analysis of written or recorded materials from personal expressions by 

participants. Copper and Schindler (2011) continues with saying that the researcher often has 
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a substantial participation in collecting and interpreting qualitative data, and choses a 

qualitative methodology based on the project’s purpose. There is one general guideline that 

exists for qualitative research, and that is to keep sampling knowledge until that day when one 

realize that the researcher do not get any new insights. 

Since we want to gain a deeper understanding of the subject we are studying, for the people 

interviewed, and for the changes in the environment, a qualitative research method will be the 

most suitable method for us to use when gathering our data. In that way, we will be able to 

observe the respondents reasoning around the subject, which would be hard to observe if we 

had used for example a questionnaire instead. A qualitative research method will allow us to 

modify our questions during the interviews, and to ask following questions about certain 

things that might not have come to our mind while constructing the interview guide. Having 

the possibility to ask following questions makes us believe that our understanding for the 

subject will be better since the people that been interviewed will be able to explain certain 

things that might be unclear to us. The method chosen is an appropriate method since we do 

not know what information we will get from the interviewees, and therefore do not know 

what information that will be essential to our thesis and our research questions. We want the 

informant to be more comfortable in the interview situation and allow for a broad range of 

answers to be provided from them.  

We are aware that a qualitative research method can been seen as having a lack of validity and 

reliability since it only shows a little part of the respondent’s experiences, which can be 

misleading. Still, it is the method we have chose to use, due to the fact that it would be 

impossible for us to gather the right information through a quantitative study by sending out 

surveys, since surveys preferable is used to reach as many people as possible, and there are 

not many Swedish companies established in Zambia. We are also aware of the fact that it is 

hard for us as researchers to be completely objective and ignore our own experiences when 

conducting the qualitative research, especially since we are in the country. It has been central 

for us to base our thesis on the information collected from the interviewers, even though it 

sometimes may not be in accordance with what we have seen and experienced in the national 

business environment. 

3.4 Literature review 
The exploration phase needs, according to Merriam (2009), to begin with a literature research 

and one needs to make a review of books and articles that relate to the management dilemma. 
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This is mainly done to enable the authors of the subject to explore all opportunities when in 

the field, and also to distinguish how the study diverges from what has already been done in 

that specific area. 

Copper and Schindler (2011) state that the review should include high-quality web-published 

materials, the use of the library’s online catalog, and at least one bibliographic database or 

index. It may also be useful to consult a handbook or specialized encyclopedia first, in order 

to establish a list of key terms that have influenced the chosen topic. When making a literature 

review, the researcher will be able to create an overview of the topic one intends to study. 

There is also a need to determine the major publications, as well as whom the most prominent 

authors are. After this, other reference materials will be incorporated into the search strategy 

as needed, but a selection should be done whether the material is relevant for the content, as 

well as the year of publication and validity of the source. 

We have used the keywords international entrepreneurship, national business environment, 

opportunities, threats, uncertainties, adaptation, and Zambia in order to find different journals 

that could be interesting for us to use. When reviewing the literature needed, we found it 

important to include sources that are fresh and up-to-date. The reason for this is because the 

subject that we are studying is constantly changing, and old sources could maybe contain 

information that is not accurate any more. That is why we see the electronic sources as an 

important contribution since they get updated regularly and therefore can provide us with new 

and attractive information. We have based our theories on authors that we find reliable in 

terms of their professions and what they have accomplished.  

3.5 Operationalization 
Operationalization is explicated by Bell (2006) to be about the rules one use to connect the 

theoretical framework with the questions asked to the informants, in order to answer the 

research question. What makes an operationalization is when one is linking a non-observable 

concept with an observable indicator. Bell (2006) continues with arguing that one should 

always ask the question of what it is you really need to know. 

To create the questions used for our interviews we looked at the sub-headings in our 

theoretical framework. We divided the interview into sequent sections; International 

entrepreneurship, psychic distance, PEST analysis, opportunities, threats and uncertainty 

management. Applying this strategy, we could be sure of getting an answer to each of our 

research questions. In the area of international entrepreneurship we wanted to gain 
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understanding for why the IEs were seeking international markets. Regarding psychic 

distance we saw it interesting to understand why the two Swedish citizens did not seek a 

market closer to Sweden, which would have made it easier for them to adapt to. To get 

answers to the PEST analysis, we divided the questions into the four groups; political, 

economic, socio-culture and technology. These four groups would result in questions about 

opportunities, threats and uncertainties and how the IEs deal with them.  

In order to make the transformation of the theoretical framework to interview question to gain 

empirical understanding we have created a figure that presents our operationalization process. 

The interview question is referred to the interview guide that we used (Interview guide 8.1). 

Theoretical framework Interview questions 

International entrepreneurship 8.1.2 

The concept of psychic distance 8.1.3 

The PEST analysis model 8.1.4 

Market turbulence 8.1.5 

Opportunities and threats 8.1.6 

Uncertainty management 8.1.7 
 

Figure 6: Operationalization of our thesis (created by authors). 

 

3.6 Analysis method 
After the interviews are completed and all the material needed for the research is conducted, 

Rennstam and Wästerfors (2012) recommend the researcher to start a process phase of the 

gathered information. The first step in this process would be to sort out the data, i.e. try to 

create an order in the data and get an understanding for the whole content. After this, the 

researcher can reduce certain information from all the data collected, and focus on the most 

important parts in the interviews made, and reduce the information that are irrelevant for the 

research. The last step in the process is by Rennstam and Wästerfors (2012) called the arguing 

phase, which this is the phase where the empirical finding is connected to the theoretical 

framework. This is the part where the information that has been gathered in field can be 

strengthened, or weakened.  

We were well prepared for our interviews and had in advance created an order for the data 

collection, by organizing our interview guide in the same manner as we organized our 

theoretical framework. This made it easy for us to get a wide picture of the information we 
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collected. In the reducing part, we were accurate to only include the information we got that 

was relevant for our theoretical framework, and we categorized the information into the 

different subtitles in our interview guide. The information we got that did not fit under any 

specific subtitle got away strewn. In the last step of the process, we matched our empirical 

findings with the theoretical framework that we already included in our thesis. Since we had a 

clear structure from the beginning, it facilitated our work when it came to this phase, and we 

could step by step analyze the different theories and compare them to our findings, in order to 

be able to see if the information from the field could be strengthened. 

Kvale and Brinkman (2009) tells that the researcher can analyze data by theoretical 

interpretation, which means that the researcher reflects on diverse theoretical topics as the 

reading through the interviews is going on. If the researcher has sufficient theoretical 

knowledge before conducting the interview, and if the researcher asks questions that are 

theoretically well thought through during the interview, then there is no need of advanced 

analysis tools to enrich the interview answers. 

We have been using the theoretical interpretation in a way that means that we have been 

gathering knowledge about our subject, and studied our theoretical framework, before we 

developed our questions for the interview guide. To already have a clear interview guide with 

topics and questions established, made it easy for us to follow the interviews and to always be 

one step ahead. It was we leading the interviews and we were always feeling secure and 

confident doing that, mostly thanks to our knowledge and preparations from beforehand.  

Both of our interviews were recorded, which made it simple for us to listen to it several times, 

in order to clear misunderstandings, and to collect information that we maybe did not found 

interesting at the moment of the interview, but that turned out to be valuable for our research 

in retrospect. Further on, we took notes during the interviews, both of the information we got 

provided with, but also of the observations we made on site, i.e. environment, expressions, 

and emotions. The interviews, the recordings, our notes as well as our observations have been 

the foundation for our empirical data. Being two people conducting the interviews has been 

beneficial from our point of view, since we have been discussing the content of the interviews 

between us, as well as the fact that we have been observing different things, and been 

understanding information different as we have been seeing it from different angles.  

After the conduction of the two interviews, it stood clear to us which information that 
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matched our theoretical framework, and which that did not. We could also start to see patterns 

when we compared our own experiences and observations in the country, to what that we had 

been told in the interviews. Finally, we started to compare the empirical findings to the 

theoretical framework, to try to find a common pattern. 

3.7 Research strategy 

There are, according to Yin (2009), different ways of collecting and analyzing empirical data, 

and one has to choose strategy carefully depending on the research question being asked and 

the result expected. For a research question that is based on “how” or “why”, a case study is, 

according to Yin (2009), preferable to use. Consequently, we see a case study as a clear 

choice of research strategy for this thesis, since our research question are putting a focus on 

how, and also for the reason that we are interviewing and observing two different informants. 

Since national business environment is a vast area, it is hard for us to come up with concrete, 

specific questions that will make us able to answer our research question. Therefore, for 

example surveys cannot be an alternative for us while collecting the data.  

One of the best choices of methodology is, according to Gummesson (2007), interaction. Case 

studies are included in the interaction field, since it comprehends an interaction between the 

researcher, the object of study, and its actors. The main strength of utilizing a case study is, 

Yin (2009) argues, the possibility to directly interview people involved in the case, and there 

by also make an observation of the people being interviewed. Merriam (2009) also claims that 

case studies offer a broader understanding for the researched phenomenon, due to the fact that 

it is studied in a real life context. 

Thus, a lot of criticism has been pointed against the use of case studies, since there according 

to Yin (2007) is a major problem regarding generalization. Much of the criticism aimed at 

case studies is related to the trustworthiness of the work, and he continues by telling that a 

researcher needs to present the results of the work in an honest way. One concept that could 

be used when conducting a case study is the “analytical generalization”-concept. The 

researcher starts with the theoretical base and uses this as a guide to reach the results of the 

study. Yin (2007) means that the result could be considered as strong if similarities between 

the different analytical components are shown and a pattern that suits the theoretical template 

appears. If they in addition to suiting the same theory also together contradict another 

theoretical aspect it adds even more support to the thesis. As there is no exact answer for all 

companies, this process is made to be able to avoid problems with generalizing companies. 
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We are aware of the fact that we can not generalize the whole Zambian market, and that 

different people perceive the national business environment in diverse ways, and experiences 

that they have been facing during their time in Zambia contributes to what answers they will 

give us. Thus, we see the fact that we have been using companies from different industries as 

good for the validity of our thesis, since we will get the perspective from different industries 

in the market. The fact that we have been collecting data from one IE that has been at the 

market for many years, and one IE that have only have been running his business for one year, 

also makes us think that we will get a broad perspective of the national business environment. 

3.7.1 Selection of case companies 

According to Merriam (2009), the researchers need to clarify what, where, when and whom 

they aim to interview and observe, in order to add credibility to the work. She presents two 

types of sampling; probability, which is mainly used in quantitative methods, and non-

probability, which usually are synonymous to qualitative research methods. The non-

probability sampling method allows the researchers to discover, understand, and gain insight, 

and the researchers must select companies from which the most can be learned. Merriam 

(2009) continues by describing that when using a non-probability sampling method, the 

researchers needs to select companies which are information-rich and from which the 

researchers can learn a great deal about the issues of importance to the purpose of the inquiry.  

Bryman (1997) endures by explaining that the selection of case companies could be done by 

convenience, where the choice of companies are made to make it convenient for the 

researcher in terms of time and money, for example by choosing companies in the same city 

as the researcher lives. 

In order for us to select the most appropriate companies for our study, we had to develop 

certain criteria. Our main criterion was to look at Swedish entrepreneurs that have started up 

and are single or shared owners of a Zambian registered company. The reason why we wanted 

to focus on this approach, and not big MNCs, are that the size and ownership of MNCs gives 

them larger range of possibilities to adapt to the national business environment, which makes 

it irrelevant for us to study. The companies in our research needed to be founded, owned, and 

ran by people born and raised in Sweden, in order for us to get the Swedish perspective of the 

differences in culture compared to Zambia. We thought it was important to study companies 

that were influenced by a Swedish mentality. For our interviews, we wanted to interview one 

person, from each company, and that was the Swedish entrepreneur that had been founded the 
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company. To interview any of the employees at different positions at the company was not of 

relevance for our thesis.  

In our selection of case companies, it was also important for us to take use of companies that 

had been originally founded and started up in Zambia, and not started in Sweden and then 

later on expanded to Zambia. This since we do not study any type of entry mode, and that has 

no particular importance for the content of our thesis. Another criteria for us was to select 

companies from different industries, in order to capture different views, experiences, and 

knowledge that could subsidize to valuable information from different point of views, and that 

could contribute to answer the research in relation to the framework. We found this important 

since people have different views, practices, and behaviors, and variations in the comments 

are usually associated with the characteristics of the individual. 

In our selection we have searched for companies that lived up to all of our criteria. During the 

sample selection process we took use of the Swedish Embassy’s webpage, where the samples 

selected were acquired through a list of Swedish companies that are established in Zambia. 

We reviewed and evaluated the companies in order to make a suitable selection and to find 

companies that correspond to our criteria’s stated above.  

Most of the companies in Zambia are established either in the Copperbelt region, to be close 

to the mining industry and to the commodities found there, or in the capital city Lusaka. We 

decided to choose companies in the nearby area of Lusaka, since this is where we stayed 

during our time in Zambia, which made it convenient for us. The companies in the Copperbelt 

area are more into mining and are usually big MNCs, which was not interesting for us. We 

found two interesting companies established in Lusaka that offered the knowledge that we 

wanted and that corresponded to our criteria. The firms selected for the empirical research 

were Lighthouse Investments and Ngansa Pharmaceuticals. Below, a short presentation of 

each of the two companies is given. 

Lighthouse Investments, and is a construction and property development company established 

in March 2012 by Per Rehnquist. He concentrates on building residential houses for the 

upper- and middle-class of Zambia. He has 95 employees at the moment, including everything 

from construction workers, to a few drivers, and one accountant. The turnover for the first 9 

months was approximately 5-6 million SEK, and this year he estimates that he will have a 

turnover of about 25 million SEK. According to Rehnquist, it is a business that is working 
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very well and that he wants to continue working with in the future, since he feel that he has 

found a good business concept which he claims there is a huge market for in Zambia. 

Rehnquist has a master degree in Engineer Physics from KTH Royal Institute of Technology 

in Sweden, and before he came to Zambia he ran his own software company in Sweden.  

Ngansa Pharmaceuticals and has been working in the pharmaceutical industry since 1994. The 

Swedish citizen Björn von Hofsten started the company together with his Zambian business 

partner Clement Andala. The ownership is still shared evenly. Their main business is import 

and distribution of pharmaceuticals and medical supplies, with a yearly turnover of 13 million 

SEK. Today, they are focusing on specific supplies like Biopharmaceuticals, such as Insulin, 

Hormones, Human proteins etc., Narcotics, Theatre drugs, Cancer drugs, Sutures for 

laboratory and testing. They are distribution dealers for MNCs like Johnson&Johnson, 3M, 

and Novo Nordisk. Including von Hofsten and Andala, 17 people are employed in the 

business.  

3.8 Data collection 

Copper and Schindler (2011) say that data could be explained as the facts presented to the 

researcher from the study’s environment. Capturing data is abstract, and convoluted by the 

speed at which events happen and the time-bound nature of observation. 

According to Copper and Schindler (2011), the gathering of data could be everything in 

between a simple observation at one location, to a complex survey of multinational 

corporations at sites in different parts of the world. The method selected will largely 

determine how the data are collected, and the researcher can use everything from 

questionnaires and standardized tests, to interviews and observational forms.  

3.8.1 Primary and secondary data 

There are, as reported by Copper and Schindler (2011), two different types of data, explicitly 

secondary and primary. Secondary data have had at least one level of interpretation inserted 

between the event and its recording. Nearly all reference materials, like for example textbooks 

and articles, fall into the category of secondary data. Also sales analysis summaries and 

investor annual reports that have been collected from a variety of primary sources could be 

considered as secondary data. Primary data are sought for their proximity to the truth and 

control over error. These types of data are original works of research or raw data without 

interpretation or pronouncements that represents an official opinion or position. Example of 
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primary data would be letters, complete interviews and speeches. Primary sources are usually 

considered as the most authoritative sources since the information has not been filtered or 

interpreted by a second party. 

In this thesis, primary data is mainly used, as this will give us the precise information needed 

to answer our research problem. This has resulted in a main focus on the data conducted from 

the two interviews that we have been carrying out with the companies involved in the thesis. 

3.8.2 Interviews 

According to Copper and Schindler (2011), interviews are the primary data collection 

technique for gathering of data in qualitative methodologies. Interviews can look different 

depending on the number of people involved, the level of structure, the closeness of the 

interviewer to the participant, and the number of interviews accompanied during the research. 

An interview can in accordance with Copper and Schindler (2011) be conducted individually 

or in groups, and in both situations a good interviewer is required, that can make the 

respondents comfortable, probing for details without making the respondent feel distraught, 

remaining neutral while inspiring the participant ta talk openly, listening carefully, following 

a participant’s train of thought. 

Related to Copper and Schindler (2011), the researcher starts by choosing an unstructured 

interview, semi-structured interview, or structured interview. An unstructured interview 

means an interview with no specific questions or order of topics to be discussed, whilst an 

semi-structured interview means that the interviewer generally starts with a few specific 

questions and then follow the individual’s tangents of thought with interviewer probes. When 

using a structured interview, the interviewer will use a detailed interview guide similar to a 

questionnaire to guide the question order and the specific way the questions are asked, but the 

questions remain open-ended. 

We are using a semi-structured interview, in order to try to develop a dialog between 

ourselves as interviewers, and the informant. In this way, we expect to extract more and a 

greater variety of data. We also aim to conduct the interviews face-to-face, in order to be able 

to observe nonverbal as well as verbal behavior. The use of interviews as a way of collecting 

data can be negative since depending on have much experience the person who do the 

interview has. In our case, we are aware of our lack of experience and the fact that we based 

our interview questions upon the theoretical framework can lead to some leading questions.  
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3.8.3 Observations 

Observations should be made parallel to the interview process, and are claimed by Yin (2009) 

to be trustworthier if there is more than one person making the observation. During our 

interviews, we are going to observe if the informants feel honest in their answers, and if they 

do share all information with us or if they are trying to avoid certain topics. Since we do 

spend some time in the country we study, we will be able to observe the national business 

environment by ourselves, and compare our observations in the environment with the answers 

we will receive from the participants in the interviews. This will be a valuable point when 

analyzing the empirical findings, since we will be able to compare what the interviewee’s 

answers received from the informants. We want to point out that we are attentive to the fact 

that the observed person can be changing his or hers behavior when knowing he or she is 

observed. Another negative aspect with observation in our case is that we have been 

observing the national business environment, which can be hard to gain understanding about 

during only two month.  

3.8.4 Documents 

Documentation is explained by Yin (2009) as, for example, emails, verification of economic 

data, or other written documents, and they are used to confirm other sources. In our case, 

documentation has been used to a limited extent, mostly through emails, where we have been 

sending questions in order to gain complementary data to the interviews that has already been 

done. The negative aspect of emails could be that one cannot see the reaction of the receiver 

when he or she reads the email. It could also be that it is not a spontaneous answer, which can 

lead to lack of details that in an interview could have been said.   

3.9 Research quality 

Yin (2009) is identifying construct validity, internal validity, external validity, and reliability 

as the most useful measurements to evaluate the quality of the research. 

3.9.1 Construct validity 

Construct validity involves, according to Yin (2009), the identification of correct working 

measures for the concepts being studied. This happen during the data collection process, and 

we aim to present truthful findings by using multiple sources of evidence, establish a chain of 

evidence, and have key informants review drafts of this thesis. We will take use of both 

informants and observations, in order to present valid data that matches with the reality as 

understood by the people we will interview. Important for us in our study is to always refer to 
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the source from where the data was collected. 

As stated by Yin (2009), construct validity can be difficult to manage when conducting a case 

study, which is the case for us in our thesis. Yin (2009) rather explains construct validity as 

related to quantitative studies. During the case study process, the researcher will be unable to 

make objective judgments. When we are collecting our data, we will have this in mind, and 

we will try to decrease our subjectivity. 

3.9.2 Internal validity 

Internal validity is, according to Merriam (2009), putting focus on the question of how 

research findings actually match with the reality, and if the findings capture what is really 

there. When studying internal validity, it is important for the researcher to always ask him- or 

herself if he or she really is observing what was meant for.  

Merriam (2009) states that a qualitative researcher can never capture an objective truth or 

reality, but can instead use different strategies in order to increase the credibility of the 

findings. The most known strategy is called triangulation, which means that the researcher 

uses multiple methods, multiple sources of data, multiple investigators, or multiple theories to 

confirm the empirical findings. For example, what someone says in an interview can be 

checked against what one observes on site or what one read about in relevant documents. 

When using this strategy, one have to use three methods of data collection, namely interviews, 

observation, and documents, and compare the data collected, for example do many 

observations at different places and different times, or conduct interviews from people with 

different perspectives or from follow-up interviews with the same informants.  

We have decided to use triangulation as strategy to strengthen the internal validity of our 

collected data. This due to the fact that we are present in the country, which will enable us to 

make observations and draw parallels between what we hear in the interviews, and what we 

observe in the surroundings. Documents have been used to verify the things we have seen and 

heard. These three different aspects, gives us a good foundation to build our thesis on. 

3.9.3 External validity 

Merriam (1994) explains that in order to verify external validity, the research first of all has to 

pass the criterion of internal validity since it is not useful to generalize on information that has 

no value. The external validity describes whether the outcome of the research is generalizable 

or not, and are of a major concern when doing a case study since the conclusions are based 
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only on a few different firms. 

When verifying external validity on a qualitative case study, Merriam (1994) claims that there 

exist two distinctive alternatives. The first one would be to decide that it is impossible to 

generalize in a case study, and therefore consider this a weakness in the methodology. The 

second option would be to strengthen the external validity by using more than one case in the 

same present circumstance. Since we are looking at two different businesses, in two different 

industries, we believe that this strengthen the external validity of the thesis. 

3.9.4 Reliability 

In conformity with Copper and Schindler (2011), reliability is a necessary contributor to 

validity, but is not a sufficient condition for validity. If a measurement is not valid, it hardly 

matters if it is reliable. Reliability is not as valuable as validity, but it is much easier to assess. 

Reliable instruments are robust, and they work well both at different times and under different 

conditions. Yin (2009) explains that the aim of reliability is to be able to have the same result 

again, if the research was conducted again, following the same procedure but by another 

researcher and at another point of time. The second researcher should arrive at the same 

findings and conclusions. 

Since we are studying the national business environment, which is very unpredictable and 

constantly changes, we assume that it would be difficult to duplicate the results, if the 

research were done in the future. Since the market conditions never remain exactly the same, 

the result will be that the case study may be different when carrying out the research a second 

time. 
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4. Empirical findings 

 

This chapter consists of the primary data that we collected through interviews with two 

Zambian companies, which have been founded and are run by Swedish entrepreneurs. The 

interviews will consist of information based on our theoretical framework. Our findings will 

be presented business by business, in order for the reader to get a more thorough 

understanding of the empirical data. 

 

4.1 Lighthouse Investments 

4.1.1 The startup process 

Rehnquist (2013) came to Zambia by mere coincidence, according to him, and having sold his 

IT-company in Sweden, he wanted to travel the world. He met a Swedish citizen who had 

been working in Zambia for over 30 years, who invited Rehnquist and his family to come to 

Zambia for a visit. What was intended to be a vacation, ended up with Rehnquist and his 

family moving to Zambia. Since he had just sold his company in Sweden, he was susceptible 

for new adventures and challenges, and he wanted to try something new. Moving to Zambia 

was not that much about making money, but more about challenging himself. He sees himself 

as an open-minded person that wants new experiences and experiments. Rehnquist also found 

that the business environment in Africa currently was more interesting than many countries in 

Europe, based on the economic recession that continues to create a difficult business climate. 

Rehnquist ended up buying a gold mine with the intention of establishing a small gold mining 

operation. 

The mining industry was much tougher than anticipated. He found it associated with big risks, 

big money, and big crooks. In addition, the lack of background facts about the country, and 

lack of previous experience of doing business abroad, or about the mining industry, 

contributed to the difficulties that he had to face in the beginning.  

“Before I got here, I could not even point out Zambia on the map of Africa. I knew nothing 

about the country what so ever” – Mr. Rehnquist 

After a few failed attempts in the mining industry, he decided to re-focus. While gold mining 

sounded fun in the beginning, it ended up costing a lot of money. For the second attempt, 
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Rehnquist did a more thorough business analysis and ended up investing into property 

development. He took the knowledge about the environment in general and the mentalities of 

people in Zambia that he had gained from his previous years of living in the country, and 

without help from anyone and financed with his own money, he started up a property 

development company. He claims that having been involved in the mining business gave him 

very useful experiences when entering the generally more civilized property market. 

Building houses is capital intensive; his current project includes 16 houses and costs around 

10-12 million SEK to realize. Rehnquist says that the factors that make his company unique is 

the reputation of quality, design, and final finish – those are the keywords that he strives to 

always fulfill in order to get satisfied customers. Rehnquist explains that quality and finish is 

a challenge in Zambia, and very few people have the ability to distinguish good quality from 

bad. Rehnquist works very actively with his employees, training them to construct houses 

according to European standards. Unfortunately the professional vocational training is often 

lacking in the workforce.  Almost all of the employees within the company have completed a 

few years in school but higher education is very rare. Few have graduated from high school, 

and the only person that got higher education is the accountant. No particular value are put on 

whether the employees have any formal education or not when he is hiring, but higher 

education tends to correlate with higher knowledge and greater skills and thus also higher 

likelihood of getting promoted says Rehnquist. 

4.1.2 Challenges 

Rehnquist did not face excessively many challenges when he started up the business; many of 

the minor problems that arouse could be classified as international problems. Starting up a 

business in Zambia is almost as easy as in Sweden, Rehnquist says, it involves similar 

procedures, and it is not very expensive. Every business and every market has their own 

characteristics in Rehnquist’s experience, but once you figure it out you realize that business 

it pretty much the same everywhere; it is about solving problems and dealing with people. 

”Getting started is easy, making it fly is hard. There are many entrepreneurs here, often they 

have a handful of different businesses but they rarely get anything going on a more serious 

level.” – Mr. Rehnquist 
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4.1.3 Political factors 

It is easy to start up a business by law, but the difficult part, according to Rehnquist, is the 

bureaucracy that influences the country. Rehnquist explains that to get around the time-

consuming bureaucracy, it is common to give a smaller amount of money, something a 

Swedish citizen would regard as wrong behavior, but at the same time is necessary in order to 

ensure progress. Thus, Rehnquist says that there are different levels of bribing and corruption; 

Contributing to illegal business or paying someone to stamp a paper in order to keep his 

business going could be considered to be morally different. 

The biggest threat that Rehnquist is facing is a potential downturn of the economic 

development in the country. Rehnquist is pleased to contribute to the growth and prosperity of 

Zambia by paying taxes and reasonable salaries to his workers and he does not feel negatively 

affected by any political changes in the country. He, however, points out that although 

Zambia’s growth is very high in an international comparison, the growth is still quite fragile 

since it is starting from a very low level. In such an environment political changes, which are 

seen as unfavorable could potentially have a very immediate effect on the economic growth. 

Nonetheless, as long as people continue having a positive view on the future the market for 

real estate will likely grow substantially over the coming years. 

Rehnquist thinks that the colonialism could not fully be blamed for what Zambia looks like 

today, but rather the different political parties that have been ruling the country since they got 

independent. The ruling party today is helping the country to move forward, Rehnquist thinks, 

by for example increasing the minimum wages, lessen the restrictions the business 

environment, restrictions when it comes to the managing of foreign exchange, and the overall 

welfare of the country.  

4.1.4 Economic factors 

It is very difficult to produce houses that are affordable for people at large, since the average 

purchasing power is way below the cost of even the simplest of houses. Rehnquist’s growth is 

therefore dependent on the growth of the upper middle-class while at the same time trying to 

find ways of producing more affordable products that can attract middle-class buyers and 

thereby increasing the market substantially. 

4.1.5 Technological factors 

Rehnquist says that the export trades of the country is extremely crucial for the economic 

growth, and needs to be developed even further. Here, the infrastructure plays an important 
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role and there are large needs in terms of roads, railways, electricity supply etc. Substantial 

investments are currently being made in these sectors that are expected to contribute to further 

growth of the country. The limited infrastructure is not a major problem for Rehnquist’s 

business operations as such, but the resulting growth will obviously benefit him through 

increased markets for his products. 

4.1.6 Socio-cultural differences 

Rehnquist highlights the mentality in Zambia as being very different from that in Sweden. An 

IE need to be very open-minded to thrive in it. It is often said about Africa that one either love 

it or hate it; there is nothing in between. Rehnquist continues with saying that Zambia place 

where everything is possible but nothing is for sure. Zambian people are flexible, easy-going, 

and peaceful but they also tend to have a lacking work ethic and they do not always take full 

responsibility of their own life. 

Rehnquist argues that the fact that he is Swedish has influenced his work. It has nothing to do 

with his skin color or nationality, but rather springs from the fact that you are given a lot of 

opportunities growing up in Sweden. People growing up in Zambia normally do not get 

remotely the same chances in life. He tries to leverage on the differences in a positive way by 

contributing to the development of the country and encouraging his employees to feel proud 

of themselves and the work they do. 

“Among my 95 employees there would have been doctors, teachers, lawyers, engineers and 

all kind of professionals should they only have been given the same chances that we take for 

granted in Sweden. Here they are very fortunate to make a few hundred dollars per month 

working with a pick and a shovel.” – Mr. Rehnquist 

One factor that permeates Zambia is religion. Rehnquist has got the perception of that in 

Zambia, Christianity equals civilization, and if a person goes to church he or she is considered 

an honorable person. When Rehnquist tells his employees that he does not go to church, they 

are surprised as he still is a good and honest person. Rehnquist explains that religion plays an 

extremely important role in Zambians lives and that going to church is a social event where 

everyone can network. In his view, the vast time and money that are spent on constructing and 

attend to church service would probably be better spent by constructing and attending schools 

or clinics. 
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“Sweden and Zambia are opposite extremes in many aspects. The interesting thing is that it is 

not Zambia that sticks out; it is Sweden. Many parts of the world are similar to Zambia but 

very few parts are like Sweden” – Mr. Rehnquist 

4.1.7 Managing uncertainties 

Zambians are very social and helpful and likes to network and in some cases it can contributes 

to business successes. The network Rehnquist has today is a result of his business, and not the 

opposite. Thus, an IE has to be careful when it comes to business relations, Rehnquist says, 

since trust can easily be exploited. A way to build more trust could be to learn one of the local 

languages. Rehnquist explains that he has learned a little bit of Nyanja (one of the local 

languages), and that he feels that people in his surroundings are respecting him more, due to 

that.  

“Learning the local languages and assimilating social behaviors is a way of showing respect; 

by the end of the day I am a guest in their country” – Mr. Rehnquist 

Rehnquist continues by explaining that the biggest threat he faces is the business 

environment. It is quite a tough place where everyone is fighting for survival and there are 

hidden agendas. Due to all uncertainties, Rehnquist says that the best advice he can give any 

potential entrepreneur in Zambia is to minimize the exposure to external factors. Here 

everything is changing from one day to another, an agreement is only as strong as your 

counterpart’s self-interest and you cannot easily resort to legal remedies if things should go 

wrong. Therefore, Rehnquist explains that he wants to mind his own business as far as 

possible. Basically, if most of the problems are can be related to decisions made by himself 

they can be potentially be resolved. On the contrary, Rehnquist mentions that either the 

entrepreneur or the business is probably wrong if they keep blaming the problems on external 

factors. Point being that one can hopefully expect to overcome the own faults and mistakes to 

some extent but one can never expect to control anything or anyone but oneself. This 

probably carries some weight in most places but here in Zambia it would definitely be my 

number one business rule, Rehnquist says.  

 “You should be careful with joint ventures in this environment; you tend to have enough 

problems in your own business without having to deal with somebody else’s problems as 

well.” – Mr. Rehnquist 
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4.1.8 Summary 

To summarize the Zambian business environment, Rehnquist says an IE should have a few 

contacts and ask for assistance if something happens that cannot be resolved alone. Flexibility 

and back up plans are common parts in a strategy to reach the main goal. Everything is about 

problems and solving them when it comes to entrepreneurship, he says, both in Zambia and 

Sweden. 

4.2 Ngansa Pharmaceuticals 

4.2.1 The startup process 

Between 1987 and 1991, von Hofsten lived in Zambia with his family, working for the 

Swedish Ministry of Health as a pharmacist. In 1991-1995 he moved back to Sweden to work. 

This was, according to himself, not appealing to him, since he liked challenges and to try new 

things. When he in 1995 got an offer about a mission in Angola, similar to what he had done 

in Zambia before, i.e. Essential Drugs Programme Coordinator/Advisor, he decided to accept 

it. Just before he moving to Angola, von Hofsten started Ngansa Pharmaceuticals together 

with Andala in Zambia, and Andala was appointed was main responsible. von Hofsten says 

that he wanted to start his business in Angola at first, but it was too complicated and 

expensive, and in addition the corruption rate in the country is extremely high. 

In the year of 2000, von Hofsten moved back to Zambia, due to war in Angola, and also 

because of his familiarity with the Zambian socio-culture and the already established contacts 

and friends. He had already seen lack of pharmacists in the country, so he knew that this was 

an open business niche. Furthermore, von Hofsten argues that it was easy for him to get a 

work permit in Zambia, and that fact influenced his decision of coming back to Zambia and 

develops his and Andala’s already established company further. 

When von Hofsten first came to Zambia to join the business as a partner, he noticed pretty 

quickly that it would have been difficult to take care of the company alone, due to many 

differences in socio-cultures and the high corruption rate of the country. He and his business 

partner decided to focus and invest even harder, and expand their business by building storage 

facilities with an office attached to it. If they could increase the business and make it more 

profitable, both owners could earn their living of it. To find financial means for the planned 

business expansion was hard, according to von Hofsten. There was no business fund to apply 

to and the interest rate on bank loans was as high as 60 %. The solution was to borrow over 1 

million SEK from one of the companies they were representing.  
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“It is almost always more difficult than you expect it to be to start up a new company. 

Problems you did not even know existed suddenly occur, and you will start to see the 

obstacles and not the opportunities that you saw in the beginning. But that is probably the 

case in every country” – Mr. von Hofsten 

4.2.2 Socio-cultural differences 

von Hofsten claims that the socio-culture is something one has to adapt to, and the differences 

between Zambia and Sweden are extreme. Since coming to Zambia, he thinks that he has 

become more cynical and thick-skinned, which is a must to survive in the market, according 

to him. Further on, he explains that the fact that he is from Sweden has influenced his way of 

doing business, especially when it comes to management, transactions, and business ethics. 

von Hofsten claims that he in some ways can foresee the development of the business 

environment, especially the technology, since he has knowledge about the systems in Europe 

and how they work. In the field of transactions and transferring money, Zambia is many years 

behind Europe. In Zambia they are very dependent on checks, which according to von 

Hofsten are a slow procedure that takes unnecessarily long time, is formal, and not reliable 

since the checks sometimes are not valid or bounces back. It was not until 2009 that banks 

offered internet transactions. Thus, the checks are still there, and von Hofsten thinks that it 

will take at least a few more years for them to disappear fully from the market. 

“The different mentalities between Zambia and Sweden is huge; it is like comparing apples to 

oranges” – Mr. von Hofsten 

4.2.3 Managing uncertainties 

To have a Zambian citizen as a business partner, von Hofsten sees as a positive aspect. 

Andala prevents them from being deceived due to the fact that some people try to take 

advantage of foreigners, which could have devastating and expensive consequences. Also, if 

the IE does not speak any local languages, people can talk behind his or her back, and try to 

mislead and take advantage of the fact that he or she is a foreigner. von Hofsten explains that 

he took a professional course in the local language Nyanja, but that it was too long ago and 

difficult to assist him in his daily business work. He claims that it should be important to 

know at least one language, even though everyone speaks English, since he has experienced 

that on some occasions he will be excluded from the conversation, just due to the fact that he 

cannot communicate with the people speaking local languages. From his point of view, the 

networking and the contact he had from before has been crucial. If he had never known 

Andala’s wife, who was his assistant while working with the Essential Drugs Programme, he 
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would never had met Andala, and the business would never had been started. Thus, he 

underlines that if you are going to work with people, you really have to trust them 100%.  

“It is so easy for people in this country to just betray you and stab you from behind” – Mr. 

von Hofsten 

4.2.4 Political factors 

One of the biggest threats, von Hofsten states, is corruption. Occurring on a daily basis, this is 

nothing that can be avoided. The type of corruption he experiences is more “innocent”, whit 

the sole aim to put oil in the machinery to make things progress, von Hofsten argues 

Explicitly not contributing to any corruption that is part in any kind of illegal activity, corrupt 

behavior is still an inconvenience and obstacle to the business. Von Hofsten is not 

comfortable with the current situation, not having experienced it before. Everything under the 

equivalent of 500 SEK is not even seen as a bribe in Zambia but only as a normal procedure 

when doing business and facilitating processes. von Hofsten thinks that the main reason for 

the corruption is caused by the extensive bureaucracy. All procedures, for example to acquire 

a permit, are time consuming, costly and work extensive – any paperwork has to be approved 

and signed by many civil servants. Papers easily misplaced, maltreated or are considered not 

having the right previous approval. Von Hofsten’s experience from pharmaceutical industry, 

includes many bureaucratic processes, such as filling in and receive approval for licenses, 

restrictions, controls and forms. It can be a long and cumbersome process with all this, which 

is both time consuming and costly. However, the irregularities are few, according to von 

Hofsten, which could depend on the observations that the international community is carrying 

out in Zambia and other developed countries.  

“The machinery of the society here works slowly; you cannot escape from it” – Mr. von 

Hofsten 

Changes have taken place in the in the last years, von Hofsten explains, mainly due to the fact 

of change of government in 2011, and the impression is that the corruption rate in general has 

declined a bit. Otherwise, his business has not been affected considerably from the political 

situation in Zambia. 

4.2.5 Economic factors 

von Hofsten says that this business has not been affected from the economic situation in 

Zambia, as the pharmaceutical industry is always needed, and is not affected by the 

purchasing power of the people in the country. Zambia is very dependent on export of heavy 
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metals, especially copper, and if the export declines, he notices the hospitals in the mining 

sectors will not make as large purchases during the downturn. Thus, the general economic 

situation in Zambia does affect Ngansa Pharmaceuticals in some way. 

Furthermore, von Hofsten mentions that the pharmaceutical industry is not the most profitable 

industry, and if he had been a businessman instead of a pharmacist, he would have chosen a 

more beneficial industry for a potential business. However, job satisfaction is also an 

important for him personally. May entrepreneurs in Zambia believe that big money can be 

made quickly, as they wrongly assume that the labor costs are cheap. Costs for employees are 

expensive, and von Hofsten adds that on some days, half of the claims that they are ill. 

Nonetheless, his company has to pay the full salary and on top of that the bills for the medical 

care. This benefit is a way used for staff retention and to keep the work morale up. Even if no 

replacement is available and the expenses remain high in addition to the work not being done 

that day, von Hofsten argues that he has no other choice. Labor regulations are strong for 

women, include salary during pregnancy, maternity leave, 12 extra days of vacation per year 

due to menstruation, and women are most likely to stay home if a child gets ill. Similar strong 

laws in Sweden are covered by the Swedish Social Insurance Agency, while in Zambia the 

employer covers all these expenses by themselves. It is important to point out that von 

Hofsten does not disagree with the labor laws, but rather finds the burden on the individual 

company unreasonable. Zambian laws also require companies to provide funeral support for 

employees and their relatives, which can be very costly. Religion is an important of the 

Zambian society, but von Hofsten points out that they are not persuasive about their beliefs. 

Resources going into religion and for example building churches could but used within the 

education or health sector instead. He thinks that a lot of the resources put on religion and 

building churches, could be put into education and health care. 

4.2.6 Technological factors 

The infrastructure is, according to von Hofsten, managed badly by the country, and is in a 

very poor condition. This creates a threat for his business. For example,  telecom 

communication are not reliable, and due to the fact that the fax machine still is one of the 

most used office and interruption can cause serious damage. Changes are taking place, such as  

the roads have being developed, as well as improvements in the mobile telecommunications 

network, but he infrastructure can still not be considered efficient.   
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4.2.7 Summary 

If von Hofsten had decided today to set up a business in Zambia and if he would have been a 

businessman and not a pharmacist, he would probably have focused on a different sector that 

is more profitable such as construction. Despite this, von Hofsten enjoys being a specialist in 

a particular area and being able to contribute with knowledge that may be needed, even 

though it sometimes is not that financially rewarding. Thus the future is hard to predict, 

adding that it is hard for him to say what he would have done differently. 

“One needs to be more patient in Zambia compared with Sweden” – Mr. von Hofsten 

Unpredictable things occur often, both large and small, and flexibility is the key. von Hofsten 

can see a difference today compared with how things were when he came to Zambia in the 

late 1980s. It has become less uncertain due to positive development and new opportunities 

has been given in for example the infrastructure and the bank sector.   
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5. Analysis 

 

In this chapter, the theoretical framework will be compared with the empirical findings. We 

will discuss and analyze different characteristics of the national business environment in 

Zambia, and what kind of uncertainties, threats and opportunities that can be seen. We will 

together with this analyze what strategies that would be suitable for handling these factors. 

 

5.1 International entrepreneurship 
Peiris et al. (2012) argues that international entrepreneurship can be seen in three different 

perspectives. The first perspective emphasizes the ability to see environmental changes over 

time, and to convert them into opportunities. The second perspective undertakes a cognitive 

approach, which is a psychological way to look upon entrepreneurship, and focus on how a 

person views risk taking. The third perspective focuses on taking the means one possesses and 

using it in the most efficient way. 

Both of the IEs said during their interviews that the reason for leaving Sweden and seeking 

international markets was influenced by the fact that they wanted a challenge and wanted to 

try something new and different. von Hofsten states that the reason why he did not choose a 

market geographically closer to Sweden was because he thought it would have been too 

similar, and not as challenging. Rehnquist highlights the fact that it is only unique people who 

choose to start up a company in a country as far away from their home market as Zambia is. 

This is due to the fact that the socio-cultural disparity between Swedish and Zambian people 

requires one to be very open-minded when entering this foreign market.  

What we have seen through assembling the theoretical framework and the empirical findings 

is that the two IEs used in the case study have been using different approaches of international 

entrepreneurship. According to our findings, von Hofsten has been following an approach that 

takes the means one possesses and uses them in an efficient way. The reason for why we see it 

as he has used that approach is because he utilizes his profession and takes advantage of the 

knowledge he already possesses in one certain area. In addition, he already had prior 

knowledge about Zambia as a country. This has, according to us, been a clear advantage for 

him when entering the market. Thus, as we see it, this does not mean that he reduced all the 

threats. For example, one major threat for him was that he had no previous experience about 
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running his own business, and he had to face a lot of challenges not knowing how to run a 

business. Here, we think Rehnquist had a benefit, subsequently because he had previous 

experience with running his own company.  

As we see it, Rehnquist is more in the cognitive perspective of IE. We state this on the fact 

that we got the impression of him as an entrepreneur that sees the opportunities more than he 

sees the threats of the Zambian market. When he stumbles into a threat, he does not have a 

predetermined plan of how to solve it, but simply has to find a way to get around it. With this 

information, we draw a parallel to the fact that he entered an industry he had no previous 

experience in, and also entered a country that he had no prior knowledge of. According to our 

findings, it would have been beneficial for him to choose an industry that was already familiar 

to him, similar to what von Hofsten did when he decided to start up in the pharmaceutical 

industry since he had knowledge in that area. Rehnquist could have reduced some threats, by 

preferably been starting a company in the IT-sector, for example, since he worked with 

software during his days in Sweden. In Rehnquist’s case, he decided on an industry that he 

thought would bring the most money, regardless of whether he had previous experience about 

the industry or not, which is a strategy that we can see as a bit precarious, but that will 

generate a high profit if it succeed. 

5.1.1 Summary 

 Both of the IEs want challenges and are eager to learn new things 

 Both of the IEs claim that being open-minded as a person is a must for an IE 

 They had different views on how to succeed as an entrepreneur in a foreign market 

5.2 The concept of psychic distance 
Håkanson and Ambos (2010) define psychic distance as a subjectively perceived distance 

between the home country and the foreign country. There are many variables that influence 

the psychic distance, such as socio-cultural (language, religion etc.), geographical, 

economical, and political distance. Psychic distance also includes factors such as the 

perceiver’s knowledge, familiarity, and sense of understanding of the market. The more 

familiar the impression of the foreign country is to the home country, the smaller the psychic 

distance. Personal factors, such as values, motivation, and experience, also affect the concept 

of psychic distance. Håkanson and Ambos (2010) further explain that many companies tend 

to choose their desired market based on the level of psychic distance. 
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Neither Rehnquist nor von Hofsten chose their market from a psychic distance point of view; 

but rather, they chose the market based on the opportunity for a new challenge, and the 

anticipated profitability of the market. For Rehnquist, pure chance also played a significant 

role in his entry into the Zambian market. He did not have any previous knowledge or 

experience about the market or the industry, but still he wanted to make an investment. von 

Hofsten, on the other hand, had been working for another company in Zambia for many years, 

which had provided him with experience about the socio-cultural, political, technological, and 

economical situations in the country. Both of them emphasized in the interviews that the 

psychic distance between Sweden and Zambia is enormous, and that the countries are two 

different extremes on all levels.  

We can draw the conclusion that the fact that they did not use a safer entry mode proves that 

Rehnquist and von Hofsten are true IEs with the mindset that everything is possible and that 

every problem has a solution. As a result of this open-minded behavior, they chose to start up 

a business in Zambia well aware of the high psychic distance, even though they knew that 

they could use less risky methods when entering, such as exporting goods from Sweden. We 

judge that neither of them wanted to start up in a country geographically close to Sweden, 

since it would be too similar to what they are used to and not as exciting as entering a 

completely different and foreign market. 

Our research suggests that the most effective way to enter the Zambian market is to start up a 

business directly in the country. In doing this, the IE can be present to supervise in every step 

of the process. We believe it would have been hard to indirectly enter the Zambian market 

from Sweden and try to make the business successful when the differences are so extreme, 

and the workforce needs to be supervised all the time. After being present in the country, we 

can agree with the opinions of the two IEs, since values and life experience differ greatly, and 

therefore increase the psychic distance. 

5.2.1 Summary 

 Both of the IEs did not focus on the psychic distance, and were not freighted by it 

 Both of the IEs used the same entry mode 

 Both of the IEs think that the psychic distance between Sweden and Zambia is huge, 

and that the countries are opposite extremes 

 One of them had previous experience and knowledge about the country, whilst the 

other had none 
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5.3 The PEST analysis model 
Cherunilam (2010) argues that the national business environment is a factor of business, 

which cannot be controlled or affected by a company. To analyze this environment, one can 

use the PEST analysis model, which includes political, economical, socio-cultural, and 

technological factors. The political factors relate to the governmental environment and 

regulatory climate operating in the country Hamilton & Webster (2009). The economical 

factors include subjects like interest rates and economic growth, and is largely affected by the 

political factors Hamilton & Webster (2009). The socio-cultural factors consist, according to 

Hill (2012), of values and norms in a country, and have a big influence on doing business 

abroad. The technological factors are explained by Martin and Fellenz (2010) to show how 

fast a country develops within technology and infrastructure, which will affect the 

international competitiveness of the country.  

From the empirical findings we can see that Rehnquist’s and von Hofsten’s biggest problem 

with the otherwise stable political environment in Zambia was corruption and bureaucracy. 

Nothing can get done without experiencing some corruption, and the ability to adapt to it is 

crucial for companies’ survival. Both of them claim, though, that they have been able to adapt 

to the political environment fairly well, even though they are Swedish and are used to another 

mentality regarding bribes. Both IEs also point out that, since the new government came in to 

power in 2011, more focus has been put on reducing the corruption rate in the country. They 

indicate that it is evident that the country is working hard to get rid of it; however, they both 

agree that it is going to take a long time for the country to completely eliminate all forms of 

corruption. 

Both Rehnquist and von Hofsten explained during the interview that they have noticed that 

the political environment influences the economical environment. The high poverty rates 

could, according to them, be explained by mismanagement of the economical resources by 

previous governments. Thus, Rehnquist explains that it is important to mention that one 

should not blame the colonial past. Since gaining independence 50 years ago, other previous 

colonial states have been doing much better than Zambia. Both of them are dependent on the 

economic situation of the country. Thus, Rehnquist is the one getting affected of it the most, 

since people simply just do not buy houses if the economic situation is bad. Pharmaceutical 

products are always needed and will always be bought; thus, if the economic situation is good, 

the mining industry goes well, which leads to busier hospitals. As a result, von Hofsten is, to 

some extent, dependent on the economic situation as well. 
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Regarding the socio-cultural factors, these are the factors that account for the biggest 

differences and main challenges, according to both Rehnquist and von Hofsten. For example, 

when it comes to religion, Zambians put a lot of importance to this, which can be noticed in 

the workplaces and in the overall environment of the country. Rehnquist and von Hofsten can 

also see one big difference between the countries within the education area, where many 

people in Zambia have not completed a high school level of education. Thus, they have 

different opinions regarding the importance of education. Rehnquist claims that it does not 

matter to him whether or not his employees have completed high school. von Hofsten, on the 

other hand, tells us that education is crucial and highly valued in the recruitment process. 

Something the two IEs agree on is the fact that the language does not create a big barrier since 

the official language of Zambia is English. However, the existence and use of other local 

dialects during business can create mistrust towards someone who does not speak any of the 

local dialects. Sometimes both of the IEs can feel that there is a lack of respect toward them, 

due to the fact that employees choose to converse in a language other than English.  

Finally, looking at the technological factors, both Rehnquist and von Hofsten can see that 

there is an underdevelopment in the country, especially regarding the infrastructure; however, 

both IEs feel relatively unaffected by the underdeveloped infrastructure. They do, on the other 

hand, agree that improved infrastructure will be necessary in order for Zambia to improve its 

economic growth. 

For us to express any opinions about how they perceive the political environment is difficult, 

since it is such a broad topic that is hard to capture during only two months in the country. 

Based on what we have heard from the interviews with Rehnquist and von Hofsten, we can 

see that the political environment influences the businesses when it comes to what laws and 

regulations are enacted by the government and, most importantly, how much effort they put 

into reducing corruption. We can see a connection between a decreased corruption rate and 

the attractiveness of the country. We found logic in the fact that the economic situation in the 

country influences Rehnquist much more than von Hofsten, since the property market is more 

cyclical than the pharmaceutical market. People get sick regardless of whether the economic 

situation is bad or good in a country.  

We also see the logic in the fact that they put different emphasis on the level of education 

needed in their specific businesses. von Hofsten works in an industry that demands higher 

level of knowledge than someone working on a construction site. Regarding the overall socio-
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cultural factors, we see it crucial, after been speaking to Rehnquist and von Hofsten, to adapt 

to the characteristics of the country. Just as the IEs state, we have also experienced the 

underdeveloped technological system. Even though Rehnquist and von Hofsten do not see this 

as a big problem, we do. Time is a valuable thing, and for Zambia to be a more attractive 

market, things have to been done at a faster pace. Improved infrastructure, including roads, 

will make deliveries arrive faster, and improved internet connection will make local and 

global communication more efficient.  

5.3.1 Summary 

 P – Corruption is a problem and you need to learn how to handle it. Significant effort 

has been made to help eliminate it 

 E – The economic situation affects your business to a greater or lesser extent, 

depending on which industry you are working in 

 S – The most influential factor; one must adapt in order to be successful 

 T – Does not affect the interviewed IEs businesses noticeably, even though it is 

underdeveloped 

5.4 Threats and opportunities 
Opportunities could be seen by Butler et al. (2011) as managing the recourses one has in a 

new way that will gain profit. A good IE is, according to Wickham (2006), constantly seeking 

new opportunities, and they are never satisfied with the way things are at the moment. One 

danger for the IE is to find an opportunity that is not right for the business. This will result in 

that the resources of the business are spread across too many fronts and fail to focus in the 

area where it has potential to be competitive. Griffin and Pustay (2010) explains that the IE 

usually scans the market and its environment for threats before the entrance of a new market. 

Common threats could be shrinking markets, increasing competition, political instability, and 

the development of new technologies. In order to confront the threats, the IE needs to obtain 

data about economic, financial, political, legal, social, and competitive changes in the national 

business environment. 

Rehnquist and von Hofsten both stated in the interview that they saw opportunities in the 

market, but from different angles. Rehnquist searched the market for the most profitable 

industry; and, even though he did not have any knowledge in that industry, he decided to enter 

with an aim of making as high profit as possible. von Hofsten saw the opportunities in the 

industry he was already involved in; and, he could see potential in the market since there was 
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a lack of pharmaceutical knowledge and supplies. The most threatening factor associated with 

entering this new market was, according to the two IEs, the fact that the cultures and 

mentalities are so different, and that it is hard for them to trust anyone. They explained that it 

was difficult to know whether or not they are being tricked or taken advantage of just because 

they are foreigners and new to the market. 

We judge from our theoretical framework and empirical findings that the opportunities in 

Zambia are plentiful, not only from an industry point of view, but also from a market point of 

view. The economic situation in the country looks, according to our research, like it is going 

in the right direction toward a bright future. The opportunities von Hofsten saw were, in 

accordance with the theory, completely right for his business, since he saw a huge need at the 

market. He knew that there were lack of qualified products at the market, and he knew that 

there was an existing purchasing power for his products. Rehnquist noticed the opportunities 

first, and after that he found a business that was right in time for the opportunity. In our point 

of view, we can see that both of the IEs have been using the resources of their businesses in 

the right way, and they have specified their businesses and focused in the areas where they 

could see that they had potential to be competitive. 

After spending time in Zambia ourselves, we can correspondingly support the fact that the 

culture and different mentalities would be the biggest threat. Since everything from values 

and norms, to education and religion differs significantly from Sweden, there are many 

different aspects that need to be taken into account before starting up a business in Zambia. In 

our opinion, the two IEs could have put more focus on collecting data and information about 

the situation in the country when it comes to economic, political, and social changes in the 

national business environment, before they established their businesses. We agree that this 

could have helped them to predict future happenings and perhaps confront the upcoming 

threats in a more appropriate way, and most importantly be more prepared for the differences 

that they had to face. 

5.4.1 Summary 

 Zambia is a country with many opportunities and a fast growing economy, which 

creates plenty of possible ways of entering the market 

 Both of the IEs see the culture and mentality as the main threat when establishing a 

business in Zambia 
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5.5 Five uncertainty management strategies 
When being in an international market, Butler et al. (2011) claim that one has to deal with a 

lot of uncertainties; and, these uncertainties decide how successful the outcome of the 

company will be. Podoynitsyna et al. (2013) argue that there are five different ways to 

overcome uncertainties in the market: avoidance, imitation, control, cooperation, and 

flexibility. According to Owusu and Habjyakare (2011), the first four strategies are 

characterized by the will to increase the control over the national business environment. The 

fifth strategy, on the other hand, is more focused upon adaptation. 

Both Rehnquist and von Hofsten claim that there are a lot of uncertainties at the market, and 

that one needs to adapt as much as possible in order to get the business to work. Thus, they 

both state that adaptation is always necessary, and would have been important in whichever 

country you chose to start up in, not just in Zambia. However, they both recognize that the 

necessity of adaptation is more crucial the more different the country is compared to your 

home country. In order for von Hofsten to adapt, he chose to work closely together with a 

local partner that already was familiar with the characteristics of the country. On the other 

hand, Rehnquist chose to adapt by being as flexible as possible by keeping an open mind for 

changes. Still, he does not believe in networking, and has chosen not to trust anyone but 

himself for fear of being tricked or taken advantage of. To not being dependent on other 

individuals or on different contracts has been crucial for him, since his industry is very 

dependent upon the economic situation of the country, and the economic situation is a fast-

changing factor.  

When linking the empirical findings to our theoretical framework, we would state that 

Rehnquist is using the flexible strategy, and von Hofsten is using more of a cooperative 

strategy. We see Rehnquist as using the flexible strategy, because he places a lot of focus on 

adaptation and the need to handle the unpredictable situations as they occur. A flexible 

strategy would, from our point of view, not be manageable if he had worked with a local 

partner, since he then always would have been forced to elaborate all decisions and plans with 

his partner. By minimizing his partners and networks, we believe that he got maximum 

flexibility, and was able to adapt to current situations in a good manner. Maintaining 

interdependence have, according to us, both pros and cons. He could never get fooled or 

tricked since he trust no one but himself. Still, he forfeits a lot of valuable knowledge of the 

national business environment by minimizing his contacts with the external world.  
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von Hofsten is using a clear cooperative strategy, since he chose to trust a Zambian friend of 

his in order to collaboratively start up the company with equal ownership. This could, 

according to us, be both good and bad. The local partner could have used him for his own 

gain. Thus, since he had known his partner for many years, and also knew his wife, we see it 

as a good collaboration that only helped him, and did not harm him. According to us, the 

collaboration greatly reduced the uncertainties for von Hofsten. Also, the fact that he has a 

partnership with bigger international companies reduces some uncertainties, including the 

difficulties associated with securing initial financial assistance.  

5.5.1 Summary 

 Both IEs claim that adaptation is crucial 

 The IEs maintain two different strategies for managing uncertainties 

 The IEs have different views on whether using networks and local contacts are 

beneficial or not 
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6. Conclusions 

 

In this chapter, we will present the answers to our research questions. We also aim to give 

recommendations to Swedish entrepreneurs that might deliberate to start up a business in 

Zambia in a near future. Finally, we wish to demonstrate the study’s limitations and provide 

suggestions for further research in the future. 

 

6.1 Answers to the research questions 
Africa as a market is seen as an economically fast-growing continent, and some people claim 

it to be “the new China” in upcoming years. On this potential future market, Zambia as a 

country stands out from the rest, and is seen as one of the world’s 20 most fast-growing 

economies. The overall purpose with this thesis is to contribute to the research on the 

Zambian national business environment by analyzing, describing, and explaining how 

Swedish entrepreneurs handle the Zambian market. We have decided to put our focus on two 

diverse areas of the Zambian national business environment, and therefore we have come up 

with two different research questions. 

6.1.1 First research question 

Our first research question concentrates on how the national business environment shapes 

opportunities and poses threats to a Swedish entrepreneur in the Zambian market. 

Our analysis shows that the national business environment of Zambia shapes the following 

opportunities and treats for the IE: 

 

We see the economic environment in the country as an important opportunity factor for the 

IEs, since the economy of the country is constantly growing and moving in the right direction. 

The many natural resources of the country contribute to assets in terms of export, and it also 

makes Zambia an interesting market for investments. A good and stable economy in the 

Opportunity 
• Economic factors 
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country that is always going upwards will make it an attractive market for investments. It is an 

appealing factor for new start-ups to be present in a market with an economy with a bright 

future like Zambia’s, and the growing economy will help the IEs to create opportunities, in 

terms of new ventures, new customers, and bright occasions for expansion of their businesses 

in the future. 

 

When we talk about the political environment, we mostly refer to it as corruption in the 

country, and we see the political environment as a factor that causes a lot of threats at the 

moment, thus will create opportunities for the IE in the future. It poses threats since it is a 

very corrupt market, and the IE has to pay for everything to get things done in time. If you do 

not adapt to the corruption, everything will take extremely long time, and your business and 

profit will get harmed. Besides this, we still see the political environment as generating 

opportunities in the future, since the political environment in the country are constantly 

changing for the better. The new ruling government that came to power in 2011 works 

actively to prevent the corruption rate from getting even higher, and even though it will take a 

long time, we see that they are working in the right direction. If the corruption rate could 

decrease in the future, which we highly believe it will, and if Zambia gets known as a country 

that works for preventing the corruption rate, and gets identified as a country with low 

corruption, IEs will not be scared of entering the market, and more and more people will 

venture the chance of starting up a business in the country. As we see it, the new ruling 

government has ultimately tried to make it easier to start up a business in Zambia. 

We have, during this research, gained knowledge of the economic and political aspects of the 

country as being very interlinked together, and we have noticed that one of these factors 

cannot change without affecting the other. A stable political situation will automatically lead 

to more investments in the country, and to a greater economic situation. We see this as crucial 

to keep in mind and be attentive to. 

Opportunity 

/Threat 

• Political factors 
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We see the socio-cultural factors as factors that pose threats to IEs. This is, according to us, 

the biggest threat of them all, since the differences between Swedish and Zambian socio-

cultures are vast. The socio-cultural factors poses threats by for example enhance the risk for 

people taking advantage of you, the risk of miscommunication and misunderstandings, and 

the risk of not getting along with the local people due to completely different values and 

views on things in life. The risk for misunderstandings are huge, and to understand each other 

even on a basic level could sometimes be hard. The fact that many people in the country do 

not have any higher education makes it hard to find skilled people to hire for your business. 

The question of trust is also something the IE needs to keep in mind, since local people tend 

to trust each other more and can try to take use of you as a foreigner to help himself or herself. 

Our observation of socio-cultural diversity has been reiterated by both of the IEs, who have 

both noticed these differences during the conduct of business in Zambia. 

 

We see the technology of the country, specifically the infrastructure, as a threat for the IE. 

The quality is poor and is lacking behind the quality of the developed countries. This is 

extremely noticeable in terms of fast working internet connection, the characteristics of the 

roads, and the performance of water and power supply in the country. Even though we have 

been located in the capital city during our stay in the country, we have been affected by all of 

these factors on a daily basis. However, compared to the rural areas, the city is well 

developed. The rural areas are extremely under prioritized, and always forgotten about when 

it comes to all the factors within the infrastructure. We have noticed that the technology of the 

country slows down the daily activities, which is something that will harm your business 

Threat 
• Socio-cultural factors 

Threat 
• Technological factors 
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when it comes to deliver products, keep in touch with suppliers and customers, or in the 

manufacturing process.  

6.1.2 Second research question 

Our second research question concerns what the dynamics of uncertainties are in Zambia and 

how Swedish entrepreneurs are adapting and managing them.  

The uncertainties we have seen at the market are consistent with the PEST analysis in our 

theoretical framework. As we see it, all of the uncertainties in Zambia evolve around politics, 

economic, socio-culture, and technology. Regardless if they are threats or opportunities, they 

are still uncertainties that are complicated for the IE to handle or to predict. All of these 

factors are impossible for an individual IE to influence, which results in that IEs adapting to 

the characteristics of the uncertainties, and trying to manage them in the best possible way in 

order to not let them harm the business.  

In our analysis, we saw that the two IEs used different ways of adapting to the uncertainties in 

the national business environment. One of them used networking as a way to manage the 

uncertainties, and the other used the fact that he was working alone and did not have to 

depend on anyone else as a benefit for him in order to be flexible.  

What we can see from our own experiences is that networking is crucial, and is a big part of 

the Zambian business environment. If you are a foreigner, people in this business environment 

may want to take advantage of you and use you for their own gain. Having a local business 

partner will most likely reduce that kind of uncertainty, and we think this is the best way for 

an IE to go, in order to manage the uncertainties that will occur. However, it could be hard to 

find a business partner that you trust, and we think that it is very essential that you do not rush 

into something without being 100% sure that the partner wants the same thing as you.  

After conducting our research, and after been spending some time in the country, we also 

believe that it is crucial for an IE to be present in the country in order to be successful in 

Zambia. By being present equal lower uncertainties. We claim that being in Sweden and 

managing a business in Zambia would be a waste of money and time, since we have seen that 

it is essential for the success of the business to live in the country where you aim to start up. 

You need to supervise all the time, and if you are located in another country, things will not 

be done properly. Trust is an issue in Zambia, and you cannot supervise from Sweden and 
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expect that the job will be done, because you cannot trust that the employees actually do what 

they are told. 

6.2 Recommendations for Swedish entrepreneurs 
Based on our findings during our case study, and based on our own experiences and 

observations from the country we would like to give future entrepreneurs from Sweden that 

may be interested in expanding to Zambia, the following recommendations: 

 Always be attentive of the political situation in the country. If that one changes, the 

economic situation will change as well, and that will harm your business in a either 

positive or negative way. 

 Get used to corruption, and do not try to resist it, but rather try to adapt to it and be a 

part of it, no matter how much it oppose ones own thoughts and values. Corruption 

will be better and it might be eliminated completely from the country, but it will take 

long time. 

 Be aware of the huge cultural differences that exist. The fact that Zambia and Sweden 

are two opposite extremes makes it extremely important to adapt in order to be 

successful.  

 Learn a local language in order to gain respect and to not get fooled. With only 

English as your business language, the risk is high that people will start talk in local 

languages, which will make the odds higher of you getting mislead or used. 

 Evaluate how much in need you are of a well-working infrastructure in your day-to-

day work. This will most likely, just as with the corruption, be developed and better in 

the future, but as it is today, one need to consider if the business will make it through 

regardless of bad road quality and poor and slow internet connections. 

 Find a local partner, in order to gain knowledge about the culture and environment of 

Zambia, and also to eliminate the risks of getting scammed. 

6.3 Limitations of the thesis 
Initially, our empirical finding is only based on two interviews; and, this is mostly due to lack 

of time, which can be explained by a late drop out of the third conceived company. We 

believe, and are fully aware, that a larger number of companies would have given us a better 

understanding of the Zambian national business environment and what consequences it has on 

Swedish entrepreneurs starting up a business in the country.  
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The lack of companies is also an outcome of the fact that Zambia is a country that is not 

familiar to many Swedes and especially not as a market to invest in, which has made our 

selection limited.  

 

Second, we are aware of that the concept of national business environment is a wide term that 

consists of many aspects that can be looked upon deeper. Due to both time and resource 

limitations, this was not possible during this thesis. The aspects included are chosen out of 

what we, as authors, believe will affect the IEs and their company the most. Furthermore, we 

are also aware that each one of the four aspects included in this thesis consists of many more 

factors as the ones mentioned. The selection of the factors was also made through the interest 

of the authors. 

6.4 Suggestions for further research 
There is a lack of existing research that examines the Zambian market, and even the African 

market as a whole, even though it is looked upon as “the new China” in the future. As 

mentioned in the chapter of “Delimitations” (1.5), the concept of national business 

environment is a wide term but it is also crucial for an IE to be aware of when entering a new 

and foreign market in order to be successful. Out of the four aspects covered in this thesis, we 

could see that the social-cultural aspect is the one that causes the most uncertainty and threats. 

For that reason we suggest that further researches could be made on looking deeper into what 

an IE could do to minimize these issues in order to be more successful. 

 

Another angle that could be looked upon for further research is comparing how the national 

business environment influences different types of companies. In this thesis, we have been 

focusing on only one type: the IEs starting up their business in Zambia. We believe that 

research on other levels such as SMEs and/or MNCs could be an interesting perspective. 
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8. Attachments 

8.1 Interview guide 

8.1.1 Introduction 

 Tell us about your company! When founded, main business, employees, turnover, 

financial problems, development etc. 

 Was it easier/harder than you first thought?  

- Why? 

- How did you finance the start up? 

- What complications did you run into during the start-up process? 

 Have you been running a business somewhere else before you started up in Zambia? 

8.1.2 International Entrepreneurship 

 How come you ended up in Zambia in the first place? 

8.1.3 Psychic distance 

 How does the mentality differ between Zambia and Sweden, in your point of view? 

 Do you think that the fact that you are from Sweden has influenced you in some way 

when you are doing business?  

- Has it made it harder for you, or have you just been able to take advantage of it in 

a good way? 

 Did you have any previous experience about Africa as a market before you decided to 

start up a business here? 

- How much did you know about Zambia? How come you knew the things you 

knew? 

- How much information did you try to collect about the country before you decided 

to enter it as a businessman? 

 What triggered / motivated you to start up a business in Zambia? 

 How come you did not chose a market that was geographically closer to Sweden? 

8.1.4 PEST analysis 

8.1.4.1 Politics 

 Are there any political factors that have influenced your way of starting up and 

managing your business? 

- If yes, how? 
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 Can you see any influence from the complicated political instability that has been in 

the country in the past? 

- If yes, what would you say is the main influence?  

 Have you seen any changes since the new government came to power in 2011?  

- For the better or for the worse? 

 Is it simple, by law, to start up and run a business?  

- Is it a lot of bureaucracy? 

 How do you look upon corruption?  

 Have you noticed a high or low corruption rate in Zambia?  

- If you have noticed a high corruption rate, how do you adapt to it? 

 Have you seen any corruption within the higher ruling government?  

- If yes, has it affected your business? 

8.1.4.2 Economic 

 Did the economic situation in the country contribute to your choice of 

market/industry? 

 Have you noticed that the living standards in Zambia are different to those in Sweden? 

- If yes, in what way are they noticeable? 

- If yes, were you keeping this in mind when it comes to your choice of business?  

 How do you think that the development in the economic sector is going to look like in 

the next coming years?  

- What do you think is vital to be done? 

- What do you think could be hard to manage? 

 Does your firm get help from any other organizations, i.e. gets aid? 

 Have you met any financial resistance?  

- What are the costs for starting up a business in Zambia? 

8.1.4.3 Socio-culture 

 Does religion play a big role in the Zambians life, according to what you have seen 

and experienced?  

- If yes, how have you noticed this at your workplace? 

- If yes, how do you manage it? 

- Do you think that it has changed the work ethic of people?  

 Do you think that it is important to learn any of the local languages? 
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- Can you speak any of the languages? 

- If yes, which languages? Have you been able to take advantage of that at your 

workplace? 

- If no, why not? 

- If no, is it a barrier for you?  

- If no, do you have any plans of learning any? 

 Do your employees have any education? 

- If yes, to what extent? Which level? 

- If no, does it take long time to introduce them to their work tasks and try to teach 

them? 

 Is it important to you that they have education or is it something you do not value 

when hiring?  

- Why/why not? 

8.1.4.4 Technology 

 How do you look upon the technology in the country? 

- Is it good or bad? What could be improved? 

- Do you think that Zambia has enough communication and information systems? 

- Do you think that technology is crucial for a country’s competitiveness in the 

international market? 

- Do you think that it affects the economic growth of a country? 

 What is your opinion about the infrastructure of the country? 

- Roads? Power? Water? Internet? Etc. 

- How is infrastructure needed in your business? How important is it? 

- How does your business get affected if there is a lack in the infrastructure? 

8.1.5 Market turbulence 

 What would you say would be the most important aspects/factors when starting up a 

business in Zambia? 

- Do you think that networking has helped you? 

 Do you often in your daily work feel that you need to change your plan or your 

strategy due to unpredictable happenings in the surrounding environment? 

8.1.6 Opportunities and threats 

 What opportunities did you see when starting up your business?  
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- What opportunities can you see in the market now?  

- Has it changed anything? 

 What threats did you see when starting up your business?  

- What threats can you see in the market now? 

- Has it changed anything? 

8.1.7 Uncertainty management 

 Did you start up a business all by yourself or did you take help from someone in the 

beginning before you decided to do it by yourself? 

- If no, have you ever been thinking of doing any joint venture, in order to gain local 

knowledge and in that way reduce uncertainties? 

 Have you seen any changes since you started up your business here?  

- Is it easier now than it was before? 

 Knowing what you know today, what would you have done differently when first 

entering the market? 
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